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These days, science has a bad reputation on the left. This is 
• v 

partly for good reasons, but mainly for bad reasons. \~e want to speak up 

for science. Science-- and the scientific way of thinking -- can be extremely 

subversive , challenging to the standing order. The scientific way of thinking 

offers a way of challenging authority and thus a way of protecting ourselves 

against, freeing ourselves from, unjust authority and the chains of 

oppressing dogma. It is O\Jrhope that a better understanding of what science 

is about will help us to free ourselves from two such dogmcs currently in 

vogue and/or in process of revival on the left. These dogmas are Marxis m 

and Freudianism, and they are bere subjected to the tests of evidence . 

* * * 

What made me want to become a scientist? The trouble began with 

Microbe Hunters, an exceedingly subversive book about the early bacteriologists. 

(De Kruif, 1926) . I· remember reading about Leeuwenhoek's discovery of 

organisms t~small to see with the naked eye. When he told the .Royal 

Society about this, most of . them thought he was crazy. And he told them 

he wasn't. It was simple: the "wretcher.l beasties " were there, he insisted--', 

one could see them for oneself through the lenses he had made so "carefu- ly . 

It was very important to me that he could reply to them that he had his evidence; 

evidence was a very powerful thing~ ·.\ 

My pantheon is populated with the crazies and the embattled in science, 

the ones who had their evidence and who trusted their evidence and the theories 

that predicted and were supported by that evidence more than they trusted the 
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powerful people, the royal societies, the established authorities who told them 

they were wrong. Babbage, who designed a real computer in the nineteentl1 

century, and was ridiculed for it, and Rosalind Franklin, whose research 

told her what DNA was made out of, and who refused to be talked out of 

what she knew by the ridicule and frenzied theorizing of Watson and Crick 

z 
(Watson, 1968 ) . She had her evidence. 

Well, somewhere along the line, I decided: me too. I was going to 

be a scientist. Simple, right? Anybody can be president, so anybody can be 

a scientist. Simple and stupid; how could I have been so naive? Most children 

knew better. You could call those early days Weisstein in Wonderland. In 

fact, you could divide my life so far into three parts: Weisstein in Wonderland, 

Weisstein in Blunderland, and Weisstein in Plunderland. Weisstein in 

Wonderland is going to be a scientist. A scientist, wow! Weisste in in 

Blunderland has already started out on the trail: she's at Harvar d ( •.• Harvard!) 

where they tell her women don't belong in psychology, they aren't smart 

enough, and where they tell her, no, she can't have the equipment necessary · 

to do her dissertation research becaus e she might break the equipn}ont. (This 

was certainly true; they broke it every week; I did not expect to be different). 

And so Weisstein in Blunderland goes some place else wher e they will lend her 

the equipment, and she finishes collecting her data a nd gets her Ph.D. in 

two and a half years and moves out of Blunderland straight into Plunderlarid, 

the profession. Well, not exactly, and not tha t easily: tha t was in 1964 
I 

when jobs were so numerous two-year olds were turning down offers f r om Yale. 

But tor some in - ~ r~.>rehensible reason they didn't want Harvard Ph. D' s who we re 

•. 
at the top of. J:{,_(l)~J class, . d t least not this one. "Who did your r es earch . .• 

I 

for you?~ they % k C!d me on a job interview at the Univer s ity of Chicago. 

"You certainly cuuldn 't have thought it up yourself". ('!'his last f r om a 

Professor there who tJ1ought of himself as a radical) . Weis stein couldn't 
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get any of the dozen or so jobs she was considered for; when she finally got 

a lectureship, they wouldn't let her apply for grant money so that she could 
' -

start doing research, start being a scientist. (I sat in, so to speak, in the 

Dean's office, until he let me apply. Describing my presence , he told a colleague, 

"This is Naomi Weisstein. She hates men." ) 

And finally, because of a number of things, because , in part, of 

feminism, Weisstein returns now and then to Wonderland. I. r .emember one exper iment 

I was working on, when I finally was able to get some .money for research, where 

I was so curious about the outcome that I started worrying that I might not live 

to see it. I started worrying that, before I would be able to see how the data 

turned out, I would be run over by a truck or hit on the head by a safe falling 

out of a window, like in the 

Because Wonderland 

comic books: Whiz! Oof! Blam! Aargh! 
§£.1,gnce ~ffirmgg 

continlies to exist, v~want to start this 

paper with an affirmation. \:JC. think that our endless curi~sdj , what appears 

to be our need to understand our world in a better and more complete way than 

it has been understood before lies at the essence of our humanity --- or at least 

it is a trait we have which seems to give us some glimpse of what we migh~ be and 

what we might do in a better wo.rld. In O\lr vision of a just and generous society, 

along with love and joy and. honor and justice and dignity, sci ence will be there, 

Leeuwenhoek with his lenses and Franklin with. he r x-rays. They \.1ill be there . 

¥!~al.so think the sea~ch. fo·~ knowledge is deeply radic.al. It is 

radical, it is revolutionary to question the content of be liefs held so finnly 
·. ' ~ . ~ . . ...... and sometimes .. ,for .. S~'. 1 ; . 'ti.g .... \:J'\0:~ --- '.J ~ ey---se er:·1 ·,- j r ".'.".--"" ; ... ' .'"..'.l'i -;'i·veL"L}-"Go<L ··i'he search 

~ ' ., 
for -knowledge is an at1...21npt to roll back the existing laye r s of S"'~ial fat built 

~·:" ... r . 

Up 'arounc :what appears t~ 1.Je ·true; it is an all-ou': a~t~ck On the Sti:l.·~us ' ~no . -. 
·· ~~e. l"~nt ~o affirn~ the e·1ormous pow~r of science "~·~ a ::oo.l in thL • 

search for knowledge. The scientific methodology involves a simple but incredibly 
' I • 



use£ul imperative: check your theories against the evidence. In astrology, if the , 

facts don't fit the theory, you revise the f acts; in science-- when it's working 

the way it should --- theories and systems of 

explanation are revised to fit the facts. (McCain and Segal, 1973) ·• 

It is this reliance on evidence and proof which has given science 

its tremendous power . Scientific method has allowed us to create real wonders, 

wonders that pass a very concrete test: they actually work. This has al lowed us 

to put away the betel nuts and the tarot cards, the t ea l eaves and the ritual 

chants. Without evidence and proof we are dogmatists; we are astrologers ; we are 

cultists. Without evidence and proof, we are ignorant and helpless, and ultimately 

we are tyrants, or victims of tyrants. 

Science Indicted 

As noted, science has gotten an awfully bad name, especially on the 

left. Some of this bad r eputation is justified, and some of it isn't. Let' s look 

at the charges, and see what about these charges is· correct, and wha t about these 

charges is incorrect. 

The charges are the following: 

1. Scientists are war criminals 

2. Bourgeois science discovers only bourgeois truths 

3. Scientists are pig professionals. 

Scientists ~ lli!.r criminals 

There is a fair a.P'lount of truth in this indictment. Anyone obser vi ng 

science in the modern era would have to be blind to ignore the at"Locities to which 
,. 

sr:ientists have given th~ir exprrtise. This charg~ r equires very little of our time , 
. ; ' 

.. not because it is m .d :: •--0rtant, but because the evidence is so · overwhelming : r)r. 
~ , 

Strangelove, from v -2 to ICBM, the ovens and experiments of l\us chwit.z, Hiroshima , 

smart bombs1 defoliants , napalm. 

If this v):.re_ all there was to science, there \·;ould be no r eason 

to keeR it around. 
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Bourgeois Science Discovers only Bourgeois Truths 

But science has gotten a bad name not only b ecause it connotes 

the dependence of scientists on the military and industrial giants they serve. 

It also has a bad name specifically among Marxists, for what is believed to be 

a deeper affliction than the .flaws noted by radicals in general. Essentially, 

and ~_c.re admittedly sununarizing some rather complex notions in s.Dnple fashion~ 

here is what Marxists have been saying about science (Gorz,- 1974; Shroyer, 1970). 

Since, under capitalism, science serves the bourgeoisie, it follows that the 

content of science itself will be in some sense 'bourgeois: bourgeois science 

i? trapped in bourgeois . categories. This i sn't lethal to the Datural sciences, 

according to Marxists, but it prevents the social sciences from acquiring accurate 

knowledge. The idea of evidence, the ideas of 'objectivity', the idea of .scientific 

method, the concepts of prediction and control become a mask when applied to the 

social sciences, a buttress for bourgeois ideology, and a tool by which the 

bourgeoisie maintains power. 

For instance, Shroyer (1970) r emarks that "Establis hed social science 
I 

• · •• has allowed itself to be conceived as having the same ••• inter es t .as the strict 

[I assume he means physical] sciences. Insofar as technica l control [Shroyer here 

means prediction and co-ntrol in the broades t sense] is the guiding interest of 

social science it ••. overtly legitimates class or elite exploita tion." 

Posing an alternative to bourgeois (and orthodox Marxi an ) views 

. of science, Shroyer remarks th~t 

II• • ,011:.'.' COnCeption StreSSCS that ffien (SiC) arc active in the 
corstitution of their O\''n world and of their own 'na ture '. " 

. > He then asserts that, ' -

\ " "This process of self-formation cannot he conceived within a theory 
which assumes that knowledge represents 'structures ' an_d is neutral in regard to 
its 'object'~'(B . 72). 

In other words, you can't get there from a bourgeois social s cience. , 
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But it is exactly this conception of humans as active in the 

"'constitution of .their world and of their own 'nature'"which bourgeois science 

has come to on its own, by tolJ,owing the laws c f what Shroyer calls tlie "~trict 

sciences: . 
There were a 

number of theories which psychologists held a while ago, theories which could be 

roughly characterized as behaviorist, which seemed to merit the Marxis t critique. 

At one time, in psychology, humans were seen as passive and rat.her stupid beings 

who did not have anything in their heads except what.was impressed on them from 

the environment, and who did nothing actively to shape their environment. But even 

though this is what many psychologists might have started out with (and there were 

COnfiicting traditions all along the Way) I the evidence has l ed US tO a rrlUCh 

different account. Many psychologists these days even talk about a "paradigm 

shift" which has brought modern psychology to view humans as constructing their 

world, intelligent beings who actively shape their environment. Bourgeois science 

here had laws of its own, laws 'of evidence and theory which l ed to conclusions 

ideologically quite distinct from the bourgeois model. 

The .change in conceptions of mind occurred because the .old categories 

simply wouldn't do; they weren't working; they didn't make sense when psy~hologists 

considered what developing knowledge in many branches of science told us huma ns 

. wer~ .capable of. But it is not simply a ma:tter of f ollowing the data \·1here it . 

leads. It does matter what questions ynu ask, and alt.hough it may be l es s l .i.kely, 

it is certainly not impossi~le for bou{geois .3cientists to question their s::ience .. 

and their categories. 

I 

An even more striking exampl e of bour9eoi s sci ence C"'n-

flicting with the preferred bourgeois ideology cornes from socia l psychology . 

Bourgeois social psychology, working in the conte · : of a political system which 

would much rather have people blaming themselves for their own oppress ion, has 

come up with a highly subversive body of theory and evidence which shows that 

what people wilf and will not do, can and cannot do, will and will not feel, 

is overwhelmingly influenced by the ongoing social s itua tion. Furthennore, changes 
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that people themselves can bring about in .the ongoing social situation. will then 

change their own behavior cs;.~le,.. e>f "t\,, ·~ 'Oi)C'l'\~t"IZ.Min Weisstein, . [1968 I 19711). 

Ongoing is a crucial term here. For these bourgeois social scientists with their 

stress on social conditions now have come up with an idea which is extremely 

.radical: the implication of what they're saying is that in order to bring about 

change we don't have to wait for future generations \~hich can grow up in a society 

better than our own; we can just change what's here,now, and we ourselves will change. 

Marxists who ~ follow Freud with his emphasis on childhood personality formation 

should know that they are working in a much more conservative tradition than that 

of contemporary bourgeois social psychology .. 

Let us consider another . interesting example, this time of research 

I 

specifically intended to serve the interests of the .state, in which the results 

nonetheless appear 

to come into conflict with existing bourgeois values and constitute an. adva~ce 

in knowledge. In The .Crowd (189?), Gustave Le Bon saw crowds as mentally inferior; 

barbarians, acting by instincts, credulous, 

" ••• among the special characteri stics of crowds there are several-
such as impulsiveness, 1-rritability, incapacity to ' reason, the absence of judgement 
and of. the critical spirit, the exaggeration of the s entirnents ••. which are almost 
always observed in beings · belonging to inferior forms of evolution-..:. in women, 
savag8s·; and children •. -." (p.35-36)• 

IC\Go . 

In his Groue_ ~chology (1921Hreud began with a chapter on "Le 

( ~- <.) 
· . .::."'·Bon' s deserv~dly · famous ~iork. \" " We have made u~~e of Le Bon ' :.; descript ion by v:ay 

f"~ ' • , _! • ..: .\ "~ "' ~ '""f· _M ........ ~ .... ,,, _I...,,...~ · · •, ./ ' '--' ,"".!,..... ... , ~ll··-.. ,;-
4

"" t t ~I ' _,,.: • • . ,,. • . ~•'· 1 '\.. .., i "' . -··-...: 

o:f introduction, be~. - :;i - .i.t fitsin so well with our own psychology in the emphasi s 
( f .lq) 

which i~ lays upon uncunsc i ous- mental 'ife ./" :'his com.!! l ex of ideas, which we 
, . 

...,, 

may call +_,eBon.ian:, came und0r fire in the 'tl:irties" and 'f_r-r ties as JJougeoi~ social 
I 

psdch ologists detected a more rational · side to human b ehavior. But · it was 'st:ill 

widespread enough i11 the early' 1960's to come into conflict with American planning 

·for nucleir war, especially the cons truction of shelters: if people were so 
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irrational, so much the captives of .their unconscious, so prone to panic,,then . 

shelters would be useless. I ,t _is of some importance to note that this essenti.all¥ 

Le Bonian idea was, at the time, part of the left's arsenal for use against the 

construction of shelters.· 

Clearly, the state would do · well to figure out what people would 

really do after the bomb fell. A collection of studies on Panic Behavior, · ( S:...l,-i th~ .. -> 

)q'--4) ·. led to the conclusion ·that, "There is every reason to bel.ieve that, rather 

than panic, the dominant reaction of the American people will continue to be an 
( p.fZ3 ) : 

energetic, adaptive response to whatever threats and dang ers they face.'10f special 

interest in the consideration of the relationship of science to social system is 

the question of · the auspices under which some of the findings were obtained. The 

book's bibliography was an elaboration of a bibliography on ?-'he Problem o!_ Panic 

published earlier by the Federal Civil Defense Administration, one of the studies 

was reprinted by permission of the Department of Defense and another had been 

done under a contract with the Army Chemical Center. 

This work, much of it done under the most reactionary of auspices 

(although it should be noted that many of the studies r eprinted :i..n ·the collection 

had been done earlier und er lndependent auspices) . found thoughtful, rational 

behavior where Le. Boniarls had seen only "panic". Now this bourgeois social 

psychology offers a somewhat inspiring view of human capacity, which probably 

is a .valid view: the newer social psychology stands up to test, furnishes a basis 

for prediction, and , to give one example, offers an explanation w~it.h fits with 
~~--· ..,,, 

>' ., . - .. , 

.J 
So if the Dev i J 's research f'Ometimes brings us closer to a va lid pic·cure 

·t · .. 

~ .,1· - ,. .. 

of humar.. nat·.~re ilian do id~<' '', reigning on t.he ler.t, .L .. is certain~t~·m~ - ' ~at we ' 

• '. . ">.: ;j - ' : . • . l. . • ' ' t . - I I .ii 

stopped mcuth '• 'lg platitudes abcut th e limitations of bourgois sr.ie~,ce. ThP:e· is, 

· nonetheless, as always, an out for sophisticated Marxis'ts, namely that the bourgeois-

· ie needs to know what people are really like, and .in this instance, it simply 

... ·. 
l ' , • 

' · 
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influenced _scholarship to move in directions useful to it. Precisely~ But if 

bourgeois science can br.eak out of bourgeois categories, then perhaps the most 

parsimonious theory to explain this would be that bourgeois science is not 

limited by bourgeois categories. 

{There is another possibility; of course , which is tha t what we 

think of as results which break out of bourgeois categories merely s how our 

ignorance, since they are actually confi:i;ming a Higher Bour geois Category . One caµ 

indeed go on in this way, flying in ever decreasing concentric circles until etc., 

but is the goal really worth the effort? If the bourgeois ie itse lf s hould adopt 

s_ocialism tomorrow, run up the r ed flag, dress in Mao jackets, ban unions, do 

all the other things that are called r evolution, and then order the expropriation 

of their pl~nts and their own _execution, we presume tha t the re would be some Marxis t 

around to fit all of this after the fact into a Higher Platitude , such as: The 

bourgeoisie knew . it was doomed and, showing the initiative for which their entire 

history as an ~erg_iilg, then maturing, then dying class ha d prepared them, s e ized 

the time) . -· 

If the bourgeoisie wants to keep control, knowing t he.trut h about 

"human nature" {eithe r under capitalism or unde r a different system which might 

conceivably threaten ca,~ .+<J~~ could help it to do so. Fina lly, then, s ince it is 

to the advantage of people in power to know anything they can which.will be of 

use .to them , and since it is not always clear beforehand what will be of use and 

what won't, it i s ridiculous to speak of the bourgeois l i mitations of bourgeois 

. 1 
;s-· ·-- ~ocial scieri'C'e . ~.,c' ::.v± : r· _,_17;.=;' '· ;,,ome· <:;.,5 ·"t -!. • .c ··· c::i:J;:·! .c 1sinp. ·'-'· :-c -.t:'~fit: ~. '.,/ .f ,,,,·,q ..: · .. >~. f ac t that there 

} •. ' · 

is a g00d deal of social sc i ence which serves an ideologica l and prc.,pu.gandistic 
J '!'.".- -

~ .. functio; .. But there i~ cilso a fair am~unt ·o f evi.der.c : that this pa6 i s· intr:'nde.,_ 
',I 

~: . . - '~ . ~ .· J ~ ... - ~ · 

for publir: co:.sumption only, and i:hat r)arts of the ruling ·...; J..as s ov~ratc or '-' much 

more sophisticated basis. The people in those think tariks may be knaves , bu~ 

. they' re not all fools. 

·· .. 
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Scientists ~- Pig Professionals 

The third charge --- pig professionalism, the ·man's science, competition, 

elitism, . careerism requires a more extended consideration. This cha rge i s both 

too soft -- the truth is somewhat worse than the left linagines~-and its conclusion 

is· too simple-minded. A critique which ends by telling us to get out of the 

- in~titution does not b egin to tang le with the hard issues; unless the l ef t does not 

-believe that J:.:-:cMl.edge is worth searching for, it must go beyond simply equating 

that search with careers, ambition, and<.crruption. It mus t face the fact that it . 

is impossible for most- people in most scientific fields to .:'!o t11e ir work out.s ide of 
existing institutions, and it must figure 

out how science. might be set up so as to advance knowledge and the n attempt to 

transform _the institutions in accord with that radic a l vision. 

Let ine begin w1th an anecdote. During the days of the mixed left, 

· there was an organiza tion of left students and faculty call ed .the ~.i.ew University 

Conference (1968-1972) • There were a lot of l:. r~ht white. mal es_ in· that organization, 

who would have ris.en at very least to the sqfe middl e o f the ir profession if the 

movement hadn't come a,long. I _r emember one of them very clearly. I had firs t met 

hlm in 1 62, before . the movement transformed him. Back the n I r emember him t e lling 

me what he was doing his research on, and my responding in nly innocence (this wa s 

Weisstein just out of Wonderland, with a ' couple of spangles still s ticking to her 

shirt): why are you doing that? We both know it's .trivia l. He agreed : he did think 

it was trivial. He said: You':re right , but you gotta earn your bre&d and butte r 

I 
some way or other. And so, whe'1 this same bright white ma l e grew hair and changed 

', 

his life and joined the movement, and told me tha t if I didn't g e t out of the univers-.. 
i ty I was selling out, I unders ·:ood exactly what '.1e meant. He meant, get out of the 

' ' corruption, which w--; "":he only thing he eve r knew. Beca use he n ever did know what it 
~ . ' 

roeant ' .i:;er}:ously ,to seek out the answers. He never ·did expe r i ence the e ndl ess curiosity, 
'(' ' 

the ecstasy of discovery. oY if he did, he didn 1 t r erneinber . A1 1 he knew was the 
r 

game: the competition, the meaningless publications , the cot-lrting of power and 
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influence. And when he decided that this was disgusting, he never realized .that 
what was most disgusting abput i.t was its betrayal of what was so precious, so 
incredibly meaningful, so exciting. ~o matter how badly scholarship has been 
distorted by the demands of careers and institutions, by powerful men preserving 
'their fiefs and dukedoms, there is some thing else to scholarship which is more 
precious than I can name. It is worth our ·life's struggle~ just as femini sm is 
worth our life's struggle. · 

The harsher charge that the scientific profession has betrayed science 
is largely correct. It is a rigidly h1erarchical profession which believes profoundly 
that only white ~ales can do science, and then only some white male~ (Holton, ICl'<O) 

4 

a profes.sion which makes its expertise as unavailable as possible to its own 
practioners and then believes in the near-divinity of the select who happen to 
see their way through the clouds of obscurity in which it shro:ids itself; a profession 
which, today, much as in Leeuwenhoek's time, .appears to reward trivia and punish 
truth, existing 

" for the purpose of getting money t hrough knowledge or for gaining the respect of the world by showing people how learned you are a0d .:.\--1-iese_ · -\-'n1c,ia- s have nothing to do with discovering the things that are buried from our eyes" (Leeuwenhoek, quoted in De Kruif I [1926] I p.24). 

But even in Leeuwenhoek's day , much as he ha ted it, he needed the 
profession. Whereas an initial .discovery might be made outside the profession, 
_validation, conununication , and criticism of that discovery r equires the profession: 
Leeuwenhoek's hundreds of l e tters to the royal society make it perfectly clear 

: .. 7"hat he, too; .was working .in th e conte):t of a p:r,-:> f ~'.::;r-. i_ r; n rl r:-~-· ~) __ \.': :-'~ J; ~ :>. marginality to ~-: .•• ""-"<? .. :.- !4 _, .., __ .. ,<:»-·~· .. ~~ ...... ......,...! . ...,,. ... . .... · .. ·l- • ....., ........ , . . ... r .rs. · ..... .. ~~·T••' l;f,-1 ·:'I' 

· it~ rewards and respc ..... ; . '· 
. -·-· • G, 

: i. ~ 'lhe necessity for pre fe~~-~o-nal activ. 1-y . l . 
.. ,• 

/ . 
!. ~ : ·. 

~ 

and i ...; is 

... · .. , ' · re-. ~ mo:+ Sctenu: ~ : . . .-' . · . . . 1, . ., · ·here · is no way vou can do scJ. enc.::~. outside the -~: co fess ion, ' . ·-· ~ . . - - · __ , ·- · -- -- - ----. ----- --- --- -- -~ 

"'> . ,) 

. . 
' ! a romantic notion that the new left and some feminists have entertaj_ned that you can. 

Why is this? There ar3 two kinds of reasons, one of which involves coming to t erms 

the other of which involves conditions inherent 
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in scientific activity which, although presently vicious, are not necessarily 

permanently so. As a radical,, - a feminist, and a ·scientist, I want both to engage . 

in science and to change the structure of the scientific profession. If I devoted 

all of my energies to trying to change the scientific profession, I would . no longer 

be able to engage in science. This means that, at least in part, I must come to 

terms ,with existing realities. A ma jor · existing reality is the fact that· sc i entific 

research involves the use of expensive equipment. You cani1ot figure out how h~an 
\ 

beings percieve by reading everything in the public library or in .the British 

J'l\useum . You-must formulate your ideas, t es t them thr"ough experiment, reformulate 

r.a.3a.1ri 
them., r ef ine them, test thernl. You mus t present a stimulus lasting one thousandth 

of a second .,.· precisely two tenths of a second aft er another . stimulus, lat precisely 

ten foot-Lamberts of luminance • For a while, I tried to get by on a flashlight and 

Wonder Woman reflexes • But .it won't work. You need OJ?tics , electronic equipm.snt, 

and finally, you need 1 a Cornpu-\c.r. 

But suppose my best frie~ds all got together and gave me· my optics 

and my computer, ai-id 'r began to do experiments. T11is does not mean that I can 

figure out how perception wo::r;ks outside of the ins titution o·f sc ience. Once I have the 

equipment and I've gotten' the data and attempted to figure out what it means, I must 

prese,nt it for scrutiny to aconununity of trained scholars, many of them with con-

flicting ideas· about perception. Were it not for the conditions unde,r which that 

debate is hel~, and I'll discuss this further in a moment, I would have no quarrel 

with this P!ocedure. Science, and scholarship in geperal r equires this procedure: 

presentation of hy.i;;otheses, debate, dfsproof, development of new hypotheses. I have 

i.:.o struggle against my own set of immovable beli "!fs as well as those of others; .1 
. . , 
can't r1o tllis by m::t:'· ·0 ':f. My . best friends will nod and smile and hold my hand , and 

~ . 
I'll love them for it, but it won't help. I need tough, informed, serious adversaries . 

What's wrong with this procedure is not the debate itself, but the 

.. 

conditions under which it is presently held. It is part of the ugliness and macho . 
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character of science that more often than not, these debates are held not on 

neutral turf, where the . goal for all participants is that truth emerge, but in 

Roman Coliseums, where the crowds are out for blood, the lions haven't eaten for 

days, and you weren't issued a sword because of the shortage. 

Why is science this way_? Why is it an event held in a roma n colisewn? 

In part, it is due to the governing ideoJ.ogy of the. participants, which sets the · 

tone of the debate. 'l'he ideology is called "excellence" and it has replaced the 

divine right of . kings. In order to do ·science, you nave got to be excellent. If 

you are not e,xcellent, you don't deserve to do science. Academic departments devote 

a good deal of .. the year to' finding people who are really excelle nt, to replace the 

overburdened assistant professors they just "let go''. (fired) who were only excellent. 

Were academic hir_ing a matter of deciding who's more Jewish than somebody else, 

it would be much simpler and the criteria much clearer than it is when a department 

tries to determine· who's an excellent scientist. 

Who is an excellent scientist? Let's leave the Romans and their crwnbling 

empire, ·and cut to th-e modern era. A shoot-out is in progress . . And . who ·is excellent? 

The man who survives the shoot-out is excellent. (Since women aren't allowed to be 

arri1ed, the participants are _generally men). How does he survive the shoot-out? Oh, 

he is quick; this stud is quick. His words and equations -flow.along, his a nswers 

are irrunediate. ·He is beautiful, known to associate with eminent, excellent, and 

therefore beautiful people who speak well of him. Ile' s got · thir-Lx_"·_six inches , 

thirty-six ~nches of publications\() his ::.i1+0.... (8~ Goe\ ! .l> <::>es '"~40~r. -t~c,"f'l ou+ 

\ ~-h-; _s- .:s:\ e-~?-::') . : This beautiful young stud c ani.e here out of Harvard I by way 

of ' Stanford: Oh, see where he has be2n, and who he therefore is! 
' ,• 

He i :--'' ;,'.:ert. He µiul ti plies in his h ead. He has. ne v e r peen ~?ow~ 

t-:i falter. But wait:' a guestion has been asked. J.l.nd he has paused ; this is not 

good. He must not pause. The crowd begins to murmur ; .fully one-tenth of a second 

has passed and he has not answered. The suspense is unbearable. hnd then -- Good 
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This is the right answer. He has survivedi he. is victorious. The crowd is amazed. 

They begin to weep and kiss his feet. Here is a man who is . truly excel l ent. 

In other words, "excellence" is a set of mannerisms, external 

appearances, past itineraries, flashy skills., all having no .necessary relevance ,. 

to imagination, originality, or even to intelligence. (It is just conceivable that. 

the 'traits normally seen as signs of "excellence" are in fact inversely correlated 

with excellence). Although it would be difficult to devise tests of geniune excellence , 

that is not the issue here. The ideology of excellence in fact buttresses the focus 

it m~;;.;s doin; science extx:e;.~•ely un):)lea s a1 
on the irrelevant and sets the tone of the scientific deoa""E'e;~/and it harms science 

as a whole . by excluding numbers of.people who have real contributions to make, and 

who want to ir,ake these contributions. 

The ideology of "excellence" excludes individuals; there are also 

interests at stake which would exclude any individual, no matter how "excellent" 

if that individual· expounded deviant ideas. As will be made clear in the body of 

this paper, the relationship between ideoiogy and interest is a very complex one. 

So, without saying anything much about which comes first, ideology or interest (in 

·some ways, it can be shown tha~ for science the ideo logy of "exc ellence" conflicts 

with interests) let me say something about the interests in this debate. 

Scientists have interests at stake, inte r ests in both the narrow, 

material sense and in a less tangi:Qle but equallY. real psychic s ense . In that 

mate.rial realm -- let's call it ''base'!..-the p eople with the established ideas , or 
I 

the iil.eas that got them to fame and power~ cannot give t hem up easily. It will mean 

public err.b.J.ra.ssme11t, a slippage of power. Their secur ity and survival are genu.i .. .:: ly 

at' stake if they are wrong too ofter; and once m&y be too often. 5 

But ev'~:; :~ .,~f we suceeded iP, taking science out of the coliseum, or the 

u;,...~a.l ' or .the securities exchange, there may always be ·a struggle . There appears to 
,. 

be a resistance to new ideas above and beyond the fact that most people have something 

at stake in the old ideas. Perhaps there is an inertia to a body o f belief; it is 
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hard· '.to move that body, to upset coherent schemes about the nature of things. This 

has plagued the whole .h istory. of science, and it continues to plague it. It may just 

be true that the search for a deeper , better, and more complete unders t anding of our 

world will always be a struggle, in science and out of it. In the best of societies, 

conflict s....._,->\d remain; our task is to design a society in which that conflict will be 

resolved in ways which are as fair and htunanc as possible. We must devise a fair 

and humane ins ti tutionS within which the scientific struggle can occur. 

ii. Science as ~ protection society 
. , 

If the description of the institution of science We/IJc. given is correct, 

we might think of this institution ·as it is · today as a protection society. 'rhe 

people in charge want to stay in charge and they want to keep their ideas dominant. 

To further this end, they reward those who expand their ideas and expand their 

empires. You can rise in the ranks by doing, in effect, other people's work, with 

appropriate reference and deference to it -- you become cap;, consiglio, lieutenant , 

by expClinding endlessly on Bledsoe's paradigm (whatever Bledsoe's paradigm happens 

to be that year or that month). Your r ewards are in the tangible form Of jobs, 

publications, research money; and in the intangible form of access to the informal 

networks of communication, the news , to the conunen t ·and er i tic i sm, and to what •·s 

going on. 

In those inner reri.ches , you get to see rough dra fts three yea2. s before 

others who have to wait for publ.ipation \a~s ; you get to discuss the direction that 

.., 

your area is taking, its flow, you get to talk somewhat more fieely about y0 llr work · 

(the crowds at the ccr.t>ci. l have moved to the old chuc:kwagon, and j oking i s nmv per-

missable), ·and you get to ·talk about the work.of others , you ge t the infor med comments 

and the expert advice and the tough, sej~ious critic i sm . And those inner reaches , 
for- 1r.s-\u_f)cr-.__ 

might add, are not just me taphorical and intangible .1·1J1ere actually exist, at 

least in psychology, two secret societies of which ">t a<"c: aware where fifty or so 

of the "really excellen.V young "'cien. t. t . . 
"' -is -s get together to mo.kc themselves better 
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scientists. 

So~~ acquire protection fo1 -\he.11 work: -tfic:t know ~~can survive, 
' . . . 

at least for a while; -tt-.e.j buy some time. But ;1-.J pay for this protection: ·\1~lj 

pay in terms of the meaning and importance of-\'he-ir- work, ir;i terms of its fundamental 

implications. It is r.ot part of the deal s er~ously to challenge existing systems 

of explanation. And-t\.j pay insofar 'astf.;Q'j are oblig:cd to t ake on the manneri~1ms 

which constitute"excellence~ which means thati~c..~ must conceal any hint of weakness 

or deviance, or sympathy for weakness or deviance, which is to . say .!~j must conceal 

-\~eM- humanity. The deal is to accept the whole show. 

For radical, feminist sc::ientists, this deal is intolerable. And in this 

situation, so are our lives intolerable . We cannot bear science as it is, we cannot 

bear the trivialization and the dehumanization, but we will not stop being scientists . 

Having defined science as the .center of our lives , we will not g e t out. So we s tay, and 

try to fight, and hope that the rest of the left of which we are a part will support 

our struggles. But they do not. 

The left does not help us fight because its answer is that all we 

have to do is l eave the profession and we will have · sc i ence and truth . But this 

is mindless and . romantic. In the first place (to r epeat) as scientists 

we need the profes sion. In the second place, since all truth-seeking occtrr ~: in some 

social context, the institutions or social co~1texts which we set up in its place may . 
' 

be no better. In fact, they may be worse. Were we to l eave scie:1ce or even t.<_, look 

outside of science for support, what kinds of ins titutions would we find on the left.. 

Would they be better than those we had rej ected? No . The chances for truth outside, 

in the left, are even more limited than they are inside, in science , all the li.orrors 

on the · inside notwithstanding. There simply aren 't enough skill s , money , dissemination 

of information, and, -we want to stress this -- civil liberties on the left for 

scholarship to have much of a chance. The l ef t r e tards our search for truth in ways 
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which are every bi.t as. de.s.tructive. and se.lf7'serving as, . j the institution of 

science. Radicalism, too, is a protection · society: it gives you a new context 

within which you may do scholarship, and it extracts heavy dues for this support. 

What are these dues? First, let's divide the left into the subparts 

pertinent to this discussion: feminism (and th'e new left) and Marxism (and the old 

left). Consider .feminism first, and.consider, first, how being a feminist changes 

one~ life for the better. 

Feminism 

i. The good fight. 

Just as you can't do science outside the profes sion, we as women 

could not do science without feminism. Feminism unhinged that solid s t eel door to 

the male sanctuary of science. Feminism said: we are no longer going to be outcas ts 

in this place. We are coming in. And feminism has been struggling to make this so: 

to make it possible for women to get hired at places where previously they would not 

have been hired; to make it possible for .women to do their research who would not 

otherwise have been able to do so; and, maybe, hopefully, to cre~te an atmosphere· 

in which women come to believe that >they can do science, that . they can be scholars, 

that they can deal with the world and uncover its wonders. (I might add that feminism 

alsq made this possible. vis-a-vis the left. Some•"lce..o.-;es just don't fade: I will 

always re.member .the ridicule, scorn; abuse , and indiffer ence of males on the l eft 

to my ideas, and to my oddpers lstence- in pursuing these ideas; I wilJ. always re-

why I was concerned tha t I could not get1 

. 
'Y···' ·~ ;., j~b, ., ~nd J,,~1 te;,;.,,_ .•. t .I: :: ... :~ .. ,. hQd .• 1 ~/:: t: 1;rty. .,.;k }, 1. As J ',. ' ;:W»,)r:.,., .• rr~: .;;~ ·' :.:.: ! . .. a..;·~,: .. my life simply . 

di:dn 't count in the .... L c!u.-~1:/ ' busines"s 'f changing society,) 
;, ,, . 

r "' - i • 

• Secondly, · f eminism (.and t. .~ new left .cri' ,ique, in genera l)_ :proi·.ech, 

us · from s~me ff ti~ aliena~_'.ng and L'1humane pressures witL-.~ 1 rmr p-r:o
1

f essio'ts by 

gi, ·ing us an anlysis. which allows us to deal with them. We are not so easily pulle d 

into that trap of blaming ourselves :for the inadequacies and injustices of a system 
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which is almost always beyond our control. We understand the social pathology of 

the professions: the dues, the gunfights, the bloodthirsty · crowds. And a.s 6f4~ 
. fr"<>0=SS'r<::><"> '_s 

os we can, we fight against th~/general social ~athology. If we don't get guilt-

tripped into thinking that our position as "intellectual" is a position of "privilege"6 

we can try to humanize and radicalize our profession and our work conditions. 

And finally, it is feminism (and again, the left tradition) which gives 

us our sustaining vision of fairness, justice and truth. This is what enables us 

to fight; it tells us that things do not have to be the way they are; it speaks 

to a better and more humane world. 

So feminism protects us. But we pay out some dues, too. \.J~ dc.~t 

mean the dues that we pay out for being radical and feminist; these are worth it. 

Rather ,IJ}e mean the dues we pay to feminism~ 

ii; Dues. 

There's a rat11er dee}? anti-intellectual streak running through the 

political movements of the sixties and the seventies. My poli.tical sisters for the 

most part did not understand my need to do science nor did . they think it was important. 

In fact, it made me suspect. If I were into auto mechanics, well, yeah: ·Maybe even 

a little electronics. But vision research? Resea rch on how ~he brain works? What 

for? It was really, as we all used to say, . a heavy thing. I remember spending 

enormous amounts of time in my various collectives helping my friends through their 

attempts to smash monogamy , their becoming gay and then their return to bisexuality , 

their struggles around their i ;ersonal life. After all , "the personal was the p6litical. " 

And I :i;.emember sti.IDibling my way through the emotional sta.linis m 0f these years, 

tolerating their characterizaL.on of my life: re tctionary. ~ wasn't smas hing 

' . ; 

" monogan.y, I was ir~. · ·'.',;~, · of those disgusting, dependent , rnonogwnous, hete rosexual 

iilarriages. (ugh!) ; I wasn't growing. And then I remember telling them about some 

of the struggles in my professional lifei how, for instance , a colleague who had 

agreed to share a computer with me refus ed to do so, and how this was extremely 

oainful. h~ro;i11c:a ; +- c~+- "'" Th~rA was no understanding 
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of . my- pain over this.: the personal was _political, but the struggle to do one's 

research somehow was not. 
' -

So while my feminism ·supported me in my professional struggles , 

many feminists opposed me or had a negative impact on my struggles. My feminism, 
/ 

and the growth of the feminist movement helped me get my toe in the door of the 

male scientific establishment: and theri feminists told me to get the hell out. 

They told me to g~t out becaus e they didn't .understand why I was 

there; and they told me to get out because they conside r ed me tainted for be ing 

there. This is not only anti-intellectualism; it is also an imperative to exemplary 

behavior. My political sisters told me I was "hung up" on professionalism; I had 

no business being in a pig institution (the university) and in a male-dominated 

one (maybe I should have gone to a convent?) . I got money from the gov~rnment 

for research. I did no"t confront sexism each a nd every time I s aw it, on the beaches , 

in the trenches, •.• I hired technicians who knew electronics , and m1ost of the t ime, 

they were not female. ('I'hat was a later development; earlier , I had hired my 

feminist friends at a time when we thought tha t if you believed enough in your sisters , 

they could learn anything in two months) . In short , I was no t pure. I was assent ing 

'to the sexism of the institution; I was compromising. 

As I said .before, it is obvious that I couldn't do s cience outs ide 

the profession. I~m really not sure why the· f en\ini sm I knew was asking me to, in effect , 

abandon .. sc..i-ence O.ocl. · W<;:.. . don't want to digres s too f a r , but .w,)c.l like to point 

out several reasons that W.:. think it may be i mportant f or tls to unders t and . 

First, the mo1ements of the ' 60' s and the ' 70' s neve r s uccessfully 
.. 
' " 

s:1ed thei~ inheritance of the fine ol.d American tradi tion of shoot f irs t, a s k 
.... . ~ 

> 
'questions later, o,;._:, .. i;:1ontt think, do. We know.that thi s is p art ?f t he concept 

. ,'! 

..of what it means. to be a real man, but somehow, many f emini s ts t ook ove r this anti-

intellectualism. It made you tough. And tough wa s what we needed i f we were going 

to make a revolution. Don't sit around lika,buncha intelle ctual s ; pu t your ba lls /tits 

on the line. 
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Second, a. l()Tof feminists. who came. from the mixed left had a healthy 

distrust of the debates that took place among male heavies. They were cockfights; 

fast-gun gymnas tics, the shoot-outs of science transferred .to the lert's ()\~ 

co~~~l, and it was hard to see the content through the dust kicked up. But more 

generally, women coming into the movement, whether from the new left or not, had 

a distrust of intellectual debate, because males had arrogated that t erritory to 

themselves. 

Because of this, we adopted an atheoretical approach, which in some ways . 

made an exemplary moral stance our on~y badge of authenticity. That is, without 

level-headed analysis, and without some general, enunciated politics which 

included a view of what it means to be in the movement, to be a feminist, for the 

long haul, for life, feminism demanded continued, daily, ritualized, ever more 

extreme proof and re-proof that our commit.trlet\t was real. 

This seems to be changing now. Many of us have come to recognize the 

need for theory , analysis, thought. And with this recognition has come a measure of 

pluralism: the imperative to be "totally political", to devote all one 1 s waking 

hours to politics has been replaced by a saner view which t r ies to figure out 
' 

how participants in a movement can survive ove r the many years it ' is . going to 

take us to change the way things are. Many of us, in brief, have come to r ealize 

that short-run politics burn out fast; we need. to think of ways to create an enduring, 

long-term feminist movement, which· makes room for many women doing many different 

things. And we need to create the political theory and analysis which directs and 

sustains this long-term view. 

Ma.rxism , ;.;he old left, and the nevi_ "new left". 

,i: Benefits. One mocie l for a loPg-term politics is, reasonably enough, the old 

left. ~ Here are. tradi tions whi.ch have lasted; traditions which we may inspect 

'! 

and perhaps: incorporate: patience, ercJW:ance., ma turity J the long haul. '!urning 

to the old left as a mode]. may provide us with a sense of sustaining process; 

it may be a corrective to short-term politics in that it tells us we can 
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survj_ve in some way or other as a movement, and as. participants in a movement, 

without the. kind of total exemplary moral stance which is imposs ible to sustain. 

ii. Dues 
ya...-\\ w\ar : C'<la.rx l!>t 

1um;".J froM'""""-- d,\ left ·~ d~ -lo f'llor.:sM .,, J . politic al analysis and theory may 

actually fore.close our, ~-ni:.n OF . an enduring feminist left. For, ·if 

femini sm may be characterized in some ways as a movement in search of a theory, 

M.arxisrn is certainly, at this s.tage in American history, a theory in search of 

·.··· ·. 

a movement. Since it is, as i..)e.,will argue below, a theory which is largely' incorrect, 

which was irrelevant .to the needs and demands of the movement constituencies of 

the 'sixties and is irrelevant to the needs and demands of feminism today, we must 

question why. we are considering it at all. We must question whether we want to 

take our broadly-based popular f eminist movement and try to unders tand . it by cramming 

it . into the confines of Marxian theory;ana lysis.,and tradition: we must ques tion whether 

by doing this we will deepen and strengthen our feminist movement, make it truly 

I 

"revolutionary" and <'"' f "-bl;:b tY~ bringing about ' total political, cultural, 

economic s ocietal tra nsformation , or whether the oppos ite will occur: while Marxian 

theory develops yet another corpus of ·"brilliant" analysis, our popular movement will 

shrink and disappear. . 
Ou<-- gt.1e'S.-ha111i-. gy.ot=" fl'\o.n< . :shovlJ, {'lo-\' be. -\o..~e() +<:> 11\"P'~ -lha--+ we. 0-\e... __ 

• T- . · · in no- way saying that we should cater to conservative t endencies 

in our movement. Far from it. Nor am -I saying that we should justify whatever is in 

the ·air, whether it be killer-dyke or open marri age . We must be analytic, self-

consc.ious, critica l; ·we must c1 eve lop thought-out, careful, radical political analysis 

and theory: we must speak the t ruth, whe ther or · not the truth is popular. What 0(.. 0;.\e, 

. questioning is whether Marx ., an theory is the ."-xuth • 

But, w;. · ' ,2 Marxian theory is, as~ will argue be low, deficient in . 

~ome fairly critical ways, and l argely usel ess to feminism, it is the ~:mly theory 

(with a ve~ few exceptions) 7 which qualifies you as an intellectual on the left, 

and, . increas ingly, as a feminist intellectual. In this respect, then, the left funct-
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ions every bit as much as a prot,ection society as does science, with two excep tions. 

First, the left doesn't have the money. and the power scientists do. 

Second, it doesn't have to ~pend time arguing away evidence, since it believes it 

can ignore evidence. But the left functions as a protection society justthe 

same. While you may be deviant from ma instream society because you are .a fern~nist 

or because you are a leftist, the left itself has ways of distributing power, 

authority, and legitimacy: =:i.llowing your 1deas to be published, to . be taken 

seriously, to be treated·as worthy of attention in the ongoing dia logue. You are 

given legitimacy i~ you stay within the esta~lished dogma, and you are ostracized, 

nd1c...'.)\~ I not takeil SeriOUS~'.,ignored Or denounced, if YOU don 1 t, 

As stated above, the established dogma is this: you have got to be 

a Marxist. And lately, you might do well to be a Freudian , too. Without adherence, 

lip service, obeisance to Marx/?reud ~your theories' are treated as invalid, your 

brain as mush, and your 'motives are suspect. 

Dogma versus knowledge: neces s 1t'( for detail e~ critique of Marx and Freud 

Now if you have. got to be a Marxist or a Freudian because these theories 

are correct, then· that's not dogma . It's only if you have got to be a Marxist or . 

a Freudian despite evidence against these theories that 

and the necessity to adhere to them radical ".rrotection". 
l.)c- c..lt:re.' 

become dogma, 

·when. I . i;·.;as discuss ing science, LI..}~. could make a forma l critique without 

talking "!-bout the -~y! ·:·::.1::ance of any particular scientific struggle .\tJe could talk 

about how easily d< . is accepted by scientists who ought to know b.etter ; how hard 

it is to fight the :_gning fa shions , whether or not they are correct. Most would 

\ / 

agree. (We might e \ .. '. make: me a sloga_n to t ake back to my s cience : We Must Com0at 

Dogma Whe:r:eve:r it J. ' ; ,,:;ars , on the Beaches, . in .the Trenches •••. ) . But now, it seems , 

:' we're ·discussing t hr.'. very body of tradition and insurgent activity .that enables us 
-~ 

to combat dogma, and ~cJre calling this do91na , too. Sot<.~ have to go beyond a formal 

critique, a critique ·'of the instih1tion, and deal with content.\~z. have to shm-; where 
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\.VC. think MarX:ian and Freudian theory are in fact dogma, not truth. 

Here's the plan: \>}ewill first discuss both theories together, because 

. there is a basic assumption conunon to both which(J...\e. think is erroneous ·and outdated. 

Then tJc, will discuss ·in further detail how this a s sumption applies first to Marx and 

then to Freud,. and how it is wrong in both cases. 

Joint Critique of Marx and Freud 

The assumption common to both: predicting super s tructure from base 

There is a ba sic tenet in Marxian and Freudian t heory which is conunon 

to both, extremely appealing as theory , and probably wrong. 

'l'ilC assumption is simply this: there exists a base, a small set of 

conditions which are neces sary in orde r that ~ s ys t em (socie ty or an individual) 

survive; and then there is a superstructure, which can be derived from a knowledge 

. . 
of the base. With Marx, you start with the productive forc es and the conditions sur-

rounding p~oduction, and you arrive at cons ciousness and culture . With Freud, you 

start with the pleasure p r inciple, the raging ins tinc tual demands and you arrive 

at the rest of what people do -- work , t a lk, stutter, develop hives, and so on. 

Now this is, .on its face, what one wants out of t heory: coh.er cnce , 

cogence, a parsimonious way to describe and predict a n otherwise chaotic array of 

unrelated events. But while this assu,>nption is tight,. a nd s eems to make s ens e , it 

i s open to serious question. 

Now, how do we . go _about de t ermining whether or not a particula~· assump-

-~ tion is right or wrong? \:Jc have t "!- lke d preV~OUS ly about ev idence' nS a tool iP con-
. /, 

firmation or disconfirmation. There i s. another way to say t h i s : t~ecries have to 

predict to be useful and valid ~\;Jo don't mean this in a s imple·-minded way: l~k realizP. 

that in dealing with huma n behavior a nd society , va lidation of t heory s ometimes 

includes a good dea l of after- the--fact evidence because that' s what ' s lying around . 

In history, say, we can't do the same k i nd of control l ed experimentation tha t we can 

do in psychology. But a predictive element mus t be thcre . · I f the theory is _on:ty good 
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8 after the fact, .then it is. no good at all. 

It turns out that whenever you look in detail at a behavioral theory 

which claims to be able to predict superstructure from base, you find that .it can'tj 

either it becomes circular, or it can't predict at all. 

A look at~ behavioral theory which_ attempts t~predict superstructure from base. 

Let\Js first give you an example from motivation theory in psychology, 

since both the assumptions and the evidence there are very ~lear. 

In motivation theory, the same base-superstructure fonnulation was 

applied to animals. First, the question was pose.d: Why do animals do what they do? 

Animals do a bewildering number of things, not all of which make immediate (or even 

delayed) sense. The answer was fonnulated: animals do what they do in order to survive , 

and anything which does not look like it's done in orde r to survive nonetheless came 

about originally as a sort of byproduct of some kind of survival action. In other 

·words·, wh en. we watch dogs toss ing balls in the air and cats playing with half-dead 

mice before eating them, we can understand this behavior as"superstructure" . -- conduct 

derived from base,· which is in this case survival. This "superstructure" was forced 

into relation to .base by the contention that these odd activities arise·not as 

activities in themselves, but as necessary appendages to other activities tha·t these 

animals undertook in order to survive. 

I.et \>.~i: put it more directl~ · in 'the terins the motivation theori s ts used. 

What do animals need in or der tc. go on living? (besides the obvious minima for all 
,. . · .. . 

living things: respect, a co lor t eevee, anr1 a little pla ce in the cou'.1try). i n ord.0r 
' 1, 

to go . on living, anim.als need food, water, sleep, oxygen, sex , p erhaps,· if "-i-ie sr.i2cies 

is to survive. Suppose one assumes that all things an animal origina lly does stems 

from the need . to ~'b.t\e., care of these things. Those wishing to be more general cat . posit 

that the way tnese prim.J.ry drives make t hemselves felt is through a state of t e nsion 

in an animal, and that-all behavior can be thought of a s tending ' towards "tens ion 

reduction". Freud's ."pleasure principle" , and his tying of all behavior to instinctual 
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energies is just an old-time way of putting the same thing. 

Now, "'.hatever animals learn, no matter. how unrelated it looks to 

primary drive, can ultimately be traced back (if you. try hard enough) to a history 

of what occurred while animals were on their way towards satisfying their primary 

drives. The other behavior stayed, so the . theory argues, because through some 

mechanism or other it got confqsed with, or tied to, primary drive. It stayed 

even though it was not directly a function of survival behavior. 

But it turns out that this formulation is completely inadequate to 

deal with what animals do. Robert M1ite has argued this brilliantly in his classic 

paper, "Motivation reconsidered: the concept of competence" (1959) . Monkeys will 

subject themselves to an extremely painful electric shock just to get to the other 

side of their cage where a window enables them to look out at what is going on in 

the laboratory, or where there is a mechanical puzzle that they can play with~ 

In order to explore new areas of a cage, rats will run over an electrified grid which 

they have learned produces ·a painful electric shock .(Dashiell , 1925; Nissen , 1930). 

Pigeons and rats ,having learned to obtain food by pressing a bar which causes a 

food pellet to be delivered, wiil continue doing this, even when the ir cages are 

provided with a full cup of food (Neuringer , 1969). Animals are active and curious 

as hell. To tie curiosity, work for the sake of work, search for novelty, exploration ·, 

to surVival needs· is actually to blow out the basic theory entirely; To argue tha t · 
o{=' 

a1i / .the~e contribute to a larger survival competence is to Q.Q~~. th~t anything an 

animal does is survival behavior, that curiosity never killed a single cat. But 

crazy thing an anira.r'.l will choose t< ... r egard as necessary to ~-\s survival. 

'- · it ·; '-

of why anir1lal~ did things. 1~ot al::' that the/ 'aid related to. ·p::....'imary drives and either 
' , 

' 
we had to expand the notion of what is necessary for survival uri.til it included 

~verything, like eating too many salted peanuts and sky diving and going on hunger 
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strikes which both dogs and people do .,..._ in which case, it loses all predictive 

power, or we had to admit that we were cut loose from a tight, coherent explanation 

of behavior. It meant that we were going to have to drift for a while on the observa-

tion that some of the things animals like to do are not necessary for survival: they 

like to play, and they are curious, and they like to solve problems and look at new . 

things. Indeed Fre\1d himself had to fonnulate a concept of "neutralized" energy .to 

account for humans~ · · remarkable (if you start from Freud's theory) ca.pacities to s us- · 

tain interest in things not directly related to _sex and G.(j'">S•e>n.But once you ."neutralize" 

energy, there goes your theory, again. It becomes circular and unable to predict. 

"It is worth noting that Freud's procedure in making the ass umption of 

neutralized instinctua l energy is sim~lar to the one followed by orthodox behaviorists 

in connection with primary drives . These theorists started from the asstm1ption that 

all behavior was powered by a limited number of organic drives and then, in orde r to 

protect this assumption, they deve loped further hypothes es , s uch as secondary r einforce

ment, to account for motivated behavior that bore no obvious re l ation to primar _Y goals." 

(White, 1959, p. 310). 

Now the point t;'; e,. want to make here is that psychologis t s. not only had 

to admit tha t there existed a "superstructure" for animals that anima ls did things 

which were irrelevant or sometimes counter to surviva l -- but they als o had to 
I 

admit that the "supe rstructure" for animals had l aws of its own. So we go from a 

nice tight theory with good potential predictability the notion that behavior 

is . "powered" (to :use White's term) by primary drives into a loose and vague area 

, 

where we're just not sure why ari ariimal is doing what .it's doing. ·But unl ess we 

consider · the range of what animals uo, U1eir "superstruc;..<t>Jv--e ", we will not ul tirna tcly 

~· - ,,. .. -..... ~ 

It's st _ __ .; U:Ttc ," of .. co11rse , · that ar)imals do things in orr1cr to survive, 
·' 

j_ . .. . .,. -
t; . 

just as/.- it' s true that soc iety must pr "lUCe in urder to sur vive . And it ' s true •- ha t 
... ~ !, I: ~ . 

~Le conditionr " of . s.urvival ,~ nfluence. the beh;.'.Vior o f a.ni.rna 1 ;";·( and ti1~ Lo.r1ditions of 

pr,.;duction influence the kind of society w~ . J.ive. in. One can tt Jrink }xiisoned 

;water without being poisoned; power cannot be equally dist:r.iJJuted under capitalism. 

Base is a necessary condi· , . J.. on for s t t h · t · t ff · · 
c. upers ·-rue ure; owever , i - is no - a s u.- :i.cicnt 
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condition. 

' -
Another way to look at it is this. Events in the base are highly 

predictive of activities concerning the base. You know what's going to happen to 

an animal when it's been lethally poisoned. But events in the base are not highly 

. predictive of activities which don't concern the base: you don't know what an animal 

will do when it hasn't been poisoned, or when the level of poison is sufficiently 

low so that the animal has a number of years to assimilate it. The critical point 

is that the conditions of survival do not uniquely determine much of an animal's 

behavior. 

To complete the parallel: just as behavior cannot be predicted from 

primary drive, either directly, or indirectly, it may be that culture, social 

structure, and consciousness -'- superstructure, for Marx - - cannot be predicted 

from base, from the things society does in. order to keep going. It may be that 

superstructure is tied to base in such an indirect manner tha t studying base can 

predict only what will happen in base; not what will happen to culture . And f inally, 

it may be that in: order to change the base, you have to change the supe~structure, 

not the other way around. 

But a parallel is just that -- a parallel. It may serve as a heuris tic 

device which enables us to rethink theory in a different domain, but it certainly 

doesn't disprove theory in a different domair:i. So whereas, with Freud, U1e motivc:ition 

theory critique is more than a parallel since his theory o f primary . drive s is 

the same as classical motivation theory and can b e· , criticized on precise ly the 

; . . sane grom,ds, with Mary, we have to turn our attention specifically to wh ether or 

pot thE sa..'Ue critic ism applies i~ the domain of society and social change . 
~ . . . · · The Marxian Apology --. - -~---

Predicting sup_erstructure from base : ~.in particular 

i. Proletarian mission: the_ original prediction 

Marx related consciousness -- an event in the superstructure -- to 
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base -- the organization. of production. He predicted that a particula r cons cious ness 

would be generated as a consequence of a particular dynwnic in the base . Under 

.capitalism, the indus trial proletariat, because of the ir particular r e lationship 

to production, because of the social organi zation of production, and becaus e of 

what would be their increasing immiseration, would deve l op the cons ciousness that 

a revolution is necessary or desirable. To put it in .somewhat looser form, they 

would develop the consciousness that things are intolerably wrong and must be changed. 

One has to look through some pretty weird l enses to find r evolutiona ry 

conscious ness among the proletaria t in advanced industri a l societies s uch as our own. 

Indeed, orthodox Marxists will t e ll me without flinching that the working class in 

our country is reactionary (at present, of course) or that the p roblem with which 

we all have to deal is the problem of why the working clas ses in advanced indus trial 

societies are not r evolutionary. (Just what kind of consciousness the industrial 

proletaria t does have in any particular country, and why, is an enorm.ous ly inte r es ting 

que stion, involving a great deal of superstructural theory; but this is a t angent, 

and we won't go into it here) • 

. "' :1.fl-.The Marxian apol9_gy: the concept of proleta r i an mission seen ~ an instance of 

a generalized method o r predicting supers~ructl.~re fr9m }?ase J.or , if it::_ worke_<,;1 ~"!...C!. 

( ' 

,, 
The t erm "proletarian mission" -may be used to r e f e r to 1·he prediction 

' tf i 

that the industria l working clas s will deve lop r evolutiona ry co ns cious ness 'is -:t 

necessary consequence of their relations to production, to the ba s e . If Marxian 

theory is to be criticized, is it enough. to point out that t he proleta riat hC:tve not 

yet fulfill ed their mission? No way ,says your really hip heavy Mar x ist. If Marx 

was wrong abaut his specific predi ction, that. does not vit i a te t h e usef ulness of 

class analysis. In fact, to point to the weakness of the concep t of p r ol etarian 
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mission simply shows. one's ignorance.: 11 the. [concept] serves as the sbnple handle 

by which the most unknowl edgeable. pedants find it possible to ' grasp Marxism 
According to the. Marxian apologists, 

and 'scientifically' discard it"~ (Berl and ,1966p. ./Marx may have bee n wrong about 

a specific prediction, but if we ever are to be right, we will have to use the 

general method, · the clas s analysis. It may not insure correct predictions (vide 

Marx); but us ing anything else insures incorrect ones. 

It seems to us tha t at some point there is-an irreducible minimum 

in Marxian theory, a point at which one either stays with the theory or discards it. 

This irreducible minimum involves the concepts· of base and superstm:tcture and of 

class analysis. C··· Wright Mills offers a brief summary and paraphrase of some of 

these essential elements. 

11 .!_. The ~conomic _!:iasi~ of ~ socie ty determine s its _::;oc i".1-1 st1:21ctur~-as a whole, as wel_~ as the psycholo~ of t he p eople within it. Politica l, r e lig ious, and l egal institutions as well as the ideas , the imag es , the ideologies by means of which men understand the world in which they live, their plac e within it, and themselves -- all these are reflections of the economic basis of soci ety . 

This proposition r ests upon the master dis tinction within Na rx's materiali s t model of society: the economic base ( various l y r eferred to as the mode of economic production, the substructure, t he economic foundat ion) is distinguished from the res t of the soci ety (ca lled the superstructure or institutiona l ari.d ·ideologica l forms) . 11 (1962 ~ p. 82 )_ . · .. 

Mills' coimnents further define what constitutes the i rreducible· ,, 
minirnlJ!ll in Marxian theory~ 

"'l'here is a tende ncy amo nr_; some marxists to attempt to •defend' 
Marx's economic determinism by qual ify.i ng it. 'l'hey do this in the ma nn er of Enge ls' late,r remarks (made in l e ttl:!rs) about the ip. tt.:rplay of var ious f actors , or :Oy

1 opposing to it a vague sociological p luralism , by which everyt.\ing .i.11terac ts 
with everything and no causal sequence is ever quite de tenni11ab:'..e . Ne ither 1-'-ne of argument, even when pu t in the abstruse terms of 'dial ectica l materia.lL i' seems very convincing or he l pful . Moreover , to dilute the t heory in thef;e ways is to transform it from a definite theory whi ch may or may not be adequate , i nto 
equivocation, a mere i.ndcation of a problem. 

Marx stated clearly the doctrine of economic deter mini sm. It is 
reflected in his choice of vocabulary; it is ass umed by , and fit.s into , his 
work as. a whole •.• We may of course ass um with. Enge ls that he al.lows. a degree of free-play- among the several factors that inter.act , and als o that he p r ovides a flexible time-schedule in which economic causes do the ir work. But in. tl1e 
end-. ~- O.ti'-\ usually the end is not so very far off~ economic causes are ' the basic', 
the ultimate, the general, the innovative causes of historical change". (1962,p.92--93 ) · 
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A word about "neo-Marxi.sts". At so!Tle point, they must decide wJ1ether 

they are or they are not Marxists. Mills. call& the distinction between base and 

superstructure Marx's ·"master distinction", and· we agree : without this-- and the 

resultant belief in the primacy of class analysis-- you're not r eally a Marxist. 

Our feeling is that underneath every neo-marxist we've ever seen there lurked a 

. . 
plain old-fashioned Marxist, a person who would start sneezing and twitching and 

showing other signs of withdrawal were not . a class analys is at··-hand. Class analysis . 

. . is the key to understanding society, no matter how masked and j a~zed up is this 

article of faith. Base predicts superstructure 

no matt er how many qualifications have to be added to the original sentence. We 

challenge neo-Marxists who might contend that we are beating .a straw man to argue 

their position for, say, t en minutes without letting the codpiece slip , that is, 

without exposing the traditional Marxist essentials. Any attempt to us e Marxian 

theuJ.y, either by expl?-ining what it actually meant (e .g., Berland, 1966), or 

by explaining how our present culture and consciousness arises as a consequence 

of the r e lations of production in advanced capitalist soci e ty. (e .g. Zaretsky, 1973) 

retains (as it sh?uld if it is really Marxian) this inescapable tenet: base 

determines superstructure. 

The autonomy of superstructure . ·-f'h· _, , {'I\ bo.:S 
-;J... P{'e.d. 1c-hng ~e- st.1~e..r5-K"~ C:-v~ ~ctirn __: e..ce.r,,~ \<:.. __ e 

But the proposition does not hold . Mills offers as an example of 

attempts by those whom he calls "sophisticat ed Marxists " to salvage the theory : 

__ , ( 1) It is trn c, ndmi ts the sophistic1 tcd 
111<11x1st,,• that .vagcworkcrs in advnnccd cnpitalist ~oci c t ics 

arc not revolutionary; they arc nnt P,VCll ns yet a cl ass
conscious proletari;it. (2) Dut, he argues, th :it is been use 
of . the intensive cnpitalist propaca nda, the mislcadcrs of. 
labor who domin nlc the trade uni ons, the "labor aristoe
rncy" th nt is bought o!I by the im perialist powers, the 
traitors who run the soc ial democrntic labor parties.") 

NilLc;"cornments...on this: ~, 

/ 

(p. 97 ) • 

• The ndmissions ot J ac t (stntcment 1) seem to disprove 
the basic theory, the prolctnrianizn ti on of the workers, but 
arc they supplement ary explanations (2) contained within 
the theory, · cir do they constitute new theori es? The expl:l
nations sugr,cst th ul.£;;j,o;Ly_e, nnt)__p...Q~~i!JJY..J~no1:}ous rol0 11 

of th i;: _n1lturnl..ap_p_.11:~1tus as pnrt. 9L\l1c .su pc1~11\i~:~\ )i'i; . iu _ti 1e :; 
fnrm :ition an d ncrsistcl.1cc-::·aci1o!itical_i<Jcologicsl • - (p • 97) · 

' 

'• · 
: . . 
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Mills discusses: diJferent kinds. of disconfir.n\ing evide.nce for this proposition ! 

L "1 a\ e_ +D 
. "\~~: 

\~oo\e-. 

. 0~~~\·ri·,"~ J ' 

Tn _)'.!".i:i9-P~-C:~a lis.!_~?-~~ti_~~!-P.olit ical pol icics have! 
grcatly ~~D.<:c! .J.hc . economic. ba ~\!-ITTILlllleso·ci;ilcT::." 
fccts of economics upon all strata of the population. The 

welfare state is not "detcrmincJ" by the mock o( economic 

production, although of course it is mad.: possible by eco· 

nomic developments. What is politically possible within 

present-day capitalist econom ics undoubtedly is wider 

. than··Marx's doctrine would lead us to expect. Just how 

wide it is, we cannot predict, but there is nothing inherent 

in the capit:ilist economic system that prohibits political 

history-making, including reform ::ind deliberate c;hangc 

of the economy itself. • l. _{-~ ·' LS') ' 

and he thus comes to some very strong conclus ions about the autonomy of superstructure: 

I 

. {Neither "consd~msness" nor "existence" ::iltogcthcr de- j 

'tcrmines the other . • • • 
~ rh,l '"iiitervcning v::iriables" are :ilso at : 

work: the ·means or' n\ass communication, the machinery of 

amuseme nt, the cultural appar:itus-in brief, fc:iturcs of the 

ideological superstructure. Such nriablcs meuiate the re
lations of "existence" nnd-· "aihsc10L1 s ness~';-thcy._nffec t 

each o!tiies"C-a11d-thcy-nifcl.:rthcirintetplay:-Thcy- can I 
play and · -ofl~lf-ff<j-])T:\ya!] -·alif'6:\0n_l9Ufl'olc-i.!]:!~"-' 

velopmcorof·cJnsscons-CiOi1sIJ~1.Dac.Lsi_f it. Existencc

itsdf issub)cctlOtncC.1c.finTtions of rcali~y-~iiii'ictl . by, pie 
! - -- ...... . - - ----.·.-- . • . . . . 

cultu~'l_l .a1ip~!:.UlliS.T (p. ll3) . 

ii. Predicting consciousness from t- ,-. l• .. structural factors other than the 

economic base. 
. , r\ n::> l CA. -h~'f\ +t.> 

Consciousness appears to be autonomous not only f the economic 

0.\ Se. I ~' ~ci..-\\'6 n ~~ .. . 
base, but / : other non-c12l tural or stn1ctural f actors as well. Although the 

( .. ~ . . 

target seems to be structuralist the.01'.'ies rather than Mancism, Alejandro Porte_s 
• 1~ 

( \'1'1 I ) has presented strong ev'.idence f.Jr the critical role of cor.sc:Lousness 
. ' • 

as opposed to structural factors in producing radicalism, inhis study of 

9 
the lower class in Santiago Chile in 1968--69. Portes b egins by t esting this 

,, . . . 

hypothesis: the higher the socioeconomic status of an ·individual 1 the 'weaker ~1iS 

. . (p.31) 

attraction toward radicalism of the l e ft". J He finds no significant c onri.ec tion between 

radicalism and such variables as occupa tional status, personal income~ family 

(_y.31) 
income, or education./Perhaps, Portes continues, the. "crucial stratification f ac t or " 

(~:~3) . ' 
is not "static econom · · t · "/b 

· . ic posi ion ut rather "degree and direction of movement 
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(('. 33) 

hierarchy'/...:_ in other words, social mobility·. But the downwardly J:nObile turn 

out to be "even less likely to embrace leftist radicalism" than a comparison of 
. (f>. 31-) 

their past and present status would predicto'well, perhaps this gives support ' I; 

to those who·, "following a more devious theoretical path, have predicted the _ opposite: 

a positive association between upward mobility-:-- as a factor producing relative 
(.~.3;?) 

deprivatiort'"•and leftist extremism"·/ No; this one 
(_~.3+) 

doesn 't work either./ Portes 
. I 

/ 
next tries out the theory that migration into Santiago is connected with radicalism, 

that it is rec~nt migration "which forms the crucial determinant", and the contradict-

ory hypothesis of "increasing relative deprivation and, hence, receptiv jt.y to 
(~ . 3.5) 

leftist radicalism among older migrants" -j He concludes: "no support is found 

in these data for hypotheses linking migration or different periods of urban 

.: residence by migrants with leftist radicalism" (p. 35). Moving on to " social--

psychological approaches" (p. 35), Portes similarly finds no significant corre l a tion 

between radicalism and "differences in expectation of goal-fulfillme nt" (p.3 6), 

nor, finally, between radicalism and "frustra tion with a lower-class sit uation" (p . 37). 

~here, then, does radl.calisrn come from? It is, says Portes , "a complex 

attitudinal orientation characterized, not only by intense emotion, but a lso by 

a definite cognitiv~ approach to social phenomena" (p. 39) . Radicali sm is not 

a "direct, automatic conseque nce of a frustra.ting situation without mediation 

of .. intervening cognitive variables" (p. 39). "The systematic views of society _ 
4 ~-

embodied in leftist radical ideologies are neither self-evide'lt no:::: automati dally 
• ·11 

' · 
elicited by the emotional prodding of social and economic deprivation' " (r . J9) . 

It isnot, then, the social structure itself, nor attitudes following from ones 

position in the social structure., which. cause radicalism., but rather something 

quite different: the r ealization that the. existing social structure is to blame 

in other words, " conscious11ess" (p. 3 9 }. • 

- . -, - striking instances of th~ failure of base to determine supers tructure . iii. Some 
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If base doesn '·t determine. superstructure, and if underlying social 

structure does not determine consciousness, th.en we must radically rethink: our. ideas 

about agencies of change and about what makes . change happen. 'l'he sixties came as 

a surprise to all of us, including Marxist theoreticians. The black and student move-

rnents, left ·nationalism, third-world struggles, feminism -- none of these were 

predicted. Attempts were made only after the fact to account for the rise of 

these movements in Marxian terms. So students were resisting "proletarianiza.tion" 

because they still thought they could escape it; blacks were not integrated into 

the system of capltalist production the way whites were; and (once heavy Marxists 

realized they could not talk the women's movement out of existe nce by pointing out 

our trivial relation to society, or at least to what makes society change), the 

rf~:ation of women to the base was once again rediscovered in the political economy 

of housework and the reproductive, sexual and socialization fun ctions that we 

served. 

(Whereas some of the post hoc analyses sounded pretty convincing, 

they were never convincing in the case of women. For it is precisely our r e l a tion-

ship to the base -- to the way reproductive, socialization, s exua l and ' ma intcnance 

functions are organized-which makes us isolated and privatized, a nd thus according 

to Marxian theory or any distant relative of Marxian theory, unabl e to act a s a 

united social force against our oppression, or even to realize our oppression. We 

would be, in this view, some thing like the peasants tha t Marx t a lked about .Ma rx, 

1852, 1959 . ) • one of the last groups to understand wha t was happ ening to them. 

... . rewor' · Marx. tor p~rh.aps \~,,::.: rxi.s.ts will c'.aim that no :..: l gni.fic:an · rn1rr.be:r. 0f . ' • J. -

.,, women· 
~ •. t- . 

,Li.v~ come to somr , cons.ciousness abolrL· th ~ i-~ infe~j_or .. stv't.us· -~'1 . _1 9 74. . . We 1 li . ' .. 

ma tc~ th~ pr• •>Jort.ion of; w.omen · i1~ 197 4 who know- something about the i r OJ?p~: e s r~i•m 
. \ 

I 

" 
O.dG\IMt o.~J other group Marxists choose to invoke} .1 

The main Marxist input to all of this --· the new l eft, femini sm --
<". 

. . . 
was the imperative: .tviake contact Wit.h the Working Class! And among o Jr mo s t clear 
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11-<> ~ o.K fn°"ds \n~eeJ. \'na...:9.~ C-Crt\-hu.. . .t w.-\i,. i-t..C!. 
and painful recollections. of the student movement was /wnt'\t:.,:.'\ c.J.r;i.r;s :Th~ : Became 

Working Class .• They dropped their t' s and substituted d's i they talked funny, they 

walked" funny-, they rent 'their bou_rgeoi S- ·raiment Clevis) and abandoned their 

bourgeois ways. They got married, had babies, threw out their dope , opened up 

the beer, cut their hair and started payrnents on the color tecvee . It was a sight 

to see. 

And today, in the women's movement this farce is repeating itself 

as farce, in the breCl);t-beating it requires of us ab;rnt how we' re "only" middle- . 

class (or sometimesi . .:i.n our insane vanguardis m when we can say you ' re only middle-

class) . It persists in our drive to relate to what the Marxists tell us would be 

a "real" movement -- that of working-class women . Now this really isn't Marxism , 

it's just that o.. \c:::.tof people think it's Marxism ; it's actually somebody's idea 

of a joke. There's a body of Marxian theory which at leas t justifies or attempts 

to justify proletarian mission, even if it can't make it happen; the re is no way 

to get from that theory to one in which those margina l to production (whatever their 

fathers, husbands , or ex-hus ba nds do) can fulfill that some function merely because 

"their men" are involved in industrial production . Indeed , -\b~ \ o,,l}(!,IJ"' 1S .ci.. \>t'DfcnJl".ctl~ 

sexist formulation -- not because it a ssumes that women •·s status· can· be de t ermined 

from the status of "their" men (which i s in many ways the case in our· sexist 

society", but be cause it implies that the oppression of women is so mild that we 

are more likely to catch conscious ness by insertion from men · rathe.r than from 

our own suffering. 

Som8 women do have a direct relation to indus trial .. production. 

~~"" in~~,-~ According to one s~urce ~. S. D epartment ot L-~bor, 1972 J bf..: ti;.~ 
40% of the women wl·:··i work in the · U .s., 15 . 3 9o are i:.art o f · the industrial labor ·! ?'" .. ·. ~· ·· ·.:.... 

force~ .. ·rhis. comes out ta 6 .1% of the women in this country, a huge ma jority. 

But. we ire Marxists. A figure like. that is not 9oing to stop us. Let ' s try it 

another way . How much of the. total work fdrcc in this country consis ts of 

1
• n · · ? Indt1str1· al · wo;rkers are 359.; of the total labor force i women the industrial sector:· 
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17 §of industrial workers are women( so 5.8% of the work force in. this cow1try 

consists of women in the industrial sector. Another huge ma jority. Any way you . 

look at it, proletarian mission for the women's movement is guilt politics and 

ritual destruction. It's nonsense. 

In the case of the student movement, it may have been precisely 

because we were told to go working class, and the reby abandon our own constituencies, 

that we lost what we had, and that it didn't develop into_ something bigger. That 

is, the student movement had politica l conscious ness , r adical criticism of our 

society, a developing politics, .and a deve loping vision. If we had kep t a t it, 

the result might have been to bring about similarly develop ing consciousness 

in other groups. Other groups may have said: "Hey . Lookit. Why aren 't we doing 

that too? There's a bunch of people who are fina lly saying ' there is some shit 
' )) 

we will not eat~ Why don't ue say it, too? XIr1fo rmation from a r ecent poll by 

Daniel Yankelovitch indicate s that something very much like this has t aken p lace 

by showing very forcefully the adoption by working-c lass youth in the '70' s of a 

complex of anti-:-authorita rian attitudes deve loped by the student movement in the 

'60's ; Attitudes are not , of course, synonymous with action. When we look at 

Yankelovitch's data we recognize the tragic fact that the student movement, which 

" felt it neces sary to desh-oy itse;Lf as punishment for its bourgeo is origins , had 
~ 

t( ' }) 
it 'continued to act -- call its actions 0.1\-i! ideol ogy , ·bour geois.> or what you will 

I 

might have ·presented<\. model which would have sugges t ed to · other non-"bourgeo is" 

groups that turning anti-authoritarian attitudes into a po l itical movement was ' . 

a' viable and attractive alterna tiVE .) Certainly soldiers "fra.9g ing 11 their officer s .... ; 
I 

in Vi,e.tnam and go :! \ ,'.:;· on search-and-avoid mi_ssions seems to h.ave something to do with 

the notion of resistance to unjust authority and order which the studc:;nt movement 

demonstrated. And the notion of resistance to authority itsel f appears to have been 

touched off by the black movement in the south. Indeed, one might entertain the hypo-
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thesis. that the. earl:s(· ci.vil . rights. movement was. the. catalyst far all the later 

movements: of the sixties·: SNCC workers 1 with_ the.ir discipline and disobedience 

to unjust authority, the ir, cornmunity and participatory democracy, their 

strategy of collective moral witness, provided. an example which the remainder of 

the developing movement imita ted. \In other words, the movements of the 'sixties may 

be se.en as an instance of awareness through example, an event whose "base " is to 

be . found in- the superstructure. While we're talking about awareness through example 

a further perhaps heretical speculation: should we not be giving more attention than 

we have to the unintended effects of the "Kennedy spirit"? It i s only a speculation, 

but it is reasonable to speculate that the growth of the various movements in the 

'sixties was at leas t partially th.e r esult of . a cultura l mood de fined by our 

adversaries. That is, although it comes bitterly off the tongue , Kennedy's rhetoric 

and activist pose in some sense set the tone for a whole new political mood. 

To carry this through a bit further, one might suggest that if our 

women's movement keeps on going, gaining strength and challenging inequities of 

power, articuiating our vision of a better world. in such a way that it Sl .:>~ ... ~ the 

present worlC' -\-c -tx:.. \f\-tt:> l~ I c:_ : ; d eveloping our politics so tha t this vision 

spreads and becomes real in small and l arge ways, then our example , our r evolutionary 

consciousness_, will spread s o far and wide that it may even t ouch the industrial 

. 
proletariat. (We are not, of course, suggesting tha t cons cious ness through 

example 'is all it takes. Of course you need organization , structures , and all 

.. 
the flesh that makes for a ~t:ili tical rr . .Jvemerit. Our scenario i s not a mere ~-eplica 

.; .. 

_of the street Marxist vision of those fina l days, , this time i: ith the women in 

the lead: all the children are let loose in the streets, the mothe r s refu.,e to ' 

mother, the teachers refuse to teach, the garbag,e piles up in the kitche n, the 

waitresses refuse to wa{t, the cooks r efuse to cook, the t el ephone operators ~uit , 

the key punchers don't punch, the secretarie s refuse to t ype , the nurses call in 

sick, the lettuce rots in the s uperm.a.rket, the army -comes in to buy the rest_ of 

the groceries and take care of th k ·a · -
- e i s -- then, suddenly [loud chords from the 
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industrial sector] ....,..,. the plants. shut downr the. truckers refuse to drive, the 

coal s:tays in the ground and the oil isn't pumpedi th.e. furnaces cool and c rack 
I , 

and the power generators die, the patriarchy in shreds and capita.lisni~,.. ~-;(\~I.\~ l':- - 

crawling around Ofi its knees I Wishing for the good Old days Of th.J.t h_annleSS., 

.creampuff, Marxian theory. In all honesty , we don't think it'll happen this way, 

\,~ our- sc,z.oca...-10 does ~he~ ~ot IF <;-!M ho..v~ 
:... / a taste for these things, it's fairly easy to construct a model 

in which any group can be designat ed as the crucial agency of change ) . But in case 

the notion of women's movement politics spreading a revolutionary example is 

at all ludicrous -- I mean, the slightest bit ludicrous~you would do well to 

. l ·O · 
re-examine your own sexism. What we are suggesting here.> ten_tatively, of course, 

is a dynamic_ in the superstructure: consc iousness through exampl e . We will have 

more to say about this particular dynamic later on, when we . talk abo.ut social 

psychology and the ·obedience experiments of Stanley M.ilgram. 

In sununary: what we are saying is that Marxian theory, whether street 

or salon, hip or heavy, s_imple or convolved, is inadequate as a theory of, soc i ety 

and as a theory of social chang e . It tells us., in one form or other, that we will 

be able to understand social change, social movement, society and consciousness . . 

only by understanding the base . And we are s aying -that this is not so . The super-

structure has laws of its own, laws which can 't be predicted from the base. We 

are saying that it i s time we studied the s e l aws . It is time we r e.alize d the 

importance of culture · in creating and maintaining politica l conscious ness, and it 

is t1ne we started investigating the ways in which culture and conscious n ess work . 

;;- -·~"' . ·---'·-. "';· ' - ..... 
·.,· • . 4• .......... .~ • • 

. ,,,-. . ., 
' l.. . 

·, 
•; .. Recently, Ma1: xists '( Zar ";sky , 19 ~ 3 ; Mitcliel l , . 1974p . have ·begw.1 t>. 

study on):! aspect •Of consd0usness 
i 

• . • . > t-·-. . . 

'' \ , II 1•:· . . . . . 1·j 

the. pe l:SOnal life. OJ" <": Ubj e cti.Vi:i CXperi ~nee / 
~ , 

or · individual psychology. Here.,. rather than drawing upon the enorulou s amot:...i". t of 

knowledge that has accumulated in the last twenty- years about mind, consciousness , 

and soci<ll behavior 
. I .:thes r Marxist. scholars have turned to Freud . Now this i s 
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simply incredible.. Why· remain in se.lft-:"imposed nineteenth.-centuiy ignorance about 

issues which are so vital to our understanding of social change, of society, of 

self, when the facts are finally coming in? 

\N~ think a ·key to the Freudian recidivism is the business Ve discussed 

earlier about dismissing bourgeois science as being incapable of saying anything 

accurate about human behavior. Along with this dismissal goes a pr9found ignorance 

of what science is about; evidence is scorned, and truth be comes whatever theory 

appeals to you. Thus when Marxists finally want to talk about the self rather than 

social forces, they tunnel back to good old Freud, the good old •1 revolu.tionary 11 

of his time. If he was good enough for the nineteenth century, well, then, he 

certainly must be good enough for the twentieth, too. · 

And he. certainly is . good enough if evidence i s not amon,J ,,your criteria 

for validity. Aquinas and Aristotle are also good enough (Ptolemy would be even 

better, but he didn't say very much about human behavior), but Freud will do, and 

anyway, he's kinkier. 

The scorn of evidence takes on a note of alarming -- almos t hippy 

Ju\1e±: o . .' 
militancy inLMitchell (1971, 197~). In Woman's Es t a te (1971) for instance, 

commenting on a classic experiment11 which showed that if subjects are told a man 

wrote. something they think it's excellent, and if they are t old that a \'10man wrote 

'the same thing, they think it's poor to indifferent, Mitchell s ays it' s "flm" to 

know · this, 

"But don't we know it already? They ar e illus t r a t ions of our 

theory". (p. 16S) • 

•' The answl..!r is no, we don't kno~1 it already. It is evid ence like 
. ' 4 

' this tllat allows · us +.o make -t",~rie.s:; and th.e 1nore sp ecific and detai J.ed the 
~ ( 

~ .,, 

evidence, the better our :.) 1coories. It is pre5.:_2:.~-~-ly !?.?~si::_ we d. on' t._ know it 
-; 

already that we o..~~-..t, to 

evaluated the stories t} :?me . way ~. did. we d.idn' t . know i t c:tlrcady, and they · 
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didn''t know- it alread¥. We have. . to know everything we can about consciousness 

and the process- of coming te consciousness: tliis. experiment tells us something · 

about social forces· which coerce us and also about something of' our view of 
Ai 

ourselves which is self-evident only in retrospect. If we want to change a bad 

situation, we have to know as precisely as we can what that situation is, what 

is bad about it, and what causes the bad. Each of these three questions has an 

enormous number of potential and conflicting answers . We don't know the right 

. answers until we formulate the questions in rigorous form, construct hypotheses 

(answers) and test these hypotheses in rigorous fashion. Now if you can pin down 

precisely what .it is out there, if. you can show the ways in which society denigrates 

us while at the same time showing that the denigration has nothing .:to do with us 

deserving it, then we have made progress. It is at this point -- when we begin·· to 

accumulate the evidence that our "inferiority" is society ' s hatred of us, not our 

· own behavior ~- that we can begin to come into consciousness, into politics . For 

Mitchell to dismiss this as "fun" indicates an .alarming lack of understanding about 

what it means to "know" something. 

Mitchell's dismissal of evidence as a criterion for the validity 

of Freudian theory is asserted again and again: 

" ... the absurdities of empirical refutation [of Freud ' s theory]~p.167). 

- ~;;~ cRe.S.::..~b= ~~o...i~ rc.o..:s~ asl vulgar empiricism post-Freudian empiricism 
•. . :lias trapped most of Freud's tentat:..ve analysis of sexua l differences ir. ~o a crude 
and o?=fensive rigidity". (1971, · p. 167~ . 

. ·' .... 
: -:;.~. 

"'--.'· 

Dismissal of evidence allows he r to deal with Eysenck's (19S~) 

study, which showed the spontaneous recovery rates are \·Jel l above the r a tes for 

recovery if you are in psychoanal:¥sis, in the following fashion: 

"Eysenck's claim tha t 44 9., of psychoanal)'.tic patient s. improved , 649.; 

of drug, shock-treated, etc. improved, and 72% of those untreated improved ... 
was made in 1952 - it has not improved with age and r eiteration." (1974a, p.340). 

Since 19.52 , a considerable amount of evidence has been accumulating , 
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a good deal of it confirming Eysenck's. original finding that psychonalysis 

doesn't help.\,\~.: wili co.nsider some. of this. below.; here li~ would just like to point 

out that one recent exhaustive survey (Bergin, 1971) shows deterioriation in some 

patients as compared to w1treated controls. Since, as Chesler (1972) and Tennov -

(1974) have shown, the majority of mental patients are women, Mitchell's cavalier 

dismissal of evidence, her bizarre· assumption that the truth of a 

proposition is evaluated by its age and the number of times it has been repeated 

in this case amounts to a justification of continued atrocities against that ver~ 

group whose advocate she claims to be. 
'vfolss-\e1C")ls: 1 

Finally, Mitchell dismisse s · J · earlier discussion · ,(~968, 

197.1) of the kind of personality thoery which has been developed in the clinical 

tradition (inwhichi\·1~s.h<>1!111 that not only Freudian theory but most personality theory 

developed in. s uch a tradition has no empirical foundation and no predictive or even 

descriptive validity) in the following manner: 

.':perhaps I like leas t of all ["Naomi Weinstein's"] [s ic] experimental

psychological refutation of Freu~" (1974a, 1974b, p. 300). 

This dismissal of so much data would be shocking in one who keeps 

talking about science (" •.. scientific sociali sm" (p. 92) ... [Marx's] great scientific 

discovery of the ninet.c;.enth century (p. 167) ... [Freud' s ] "revolutionary'!'. •:new 

science~"'a science of the mind" (p.167, 1971), if it \·1ere not so clear that 

Mitchell knows nothing· about science and is simply us:i.ng the t erm to sanctify 
\,.) c 1ss\-e.1()\.s 

the ideas she likes . The only refutation s he offers of J arguments is that they 

' 

"suppose that all sciences are tested in the same way-- the way of the natural 

sci<:;.n.ces . But on t11e contr.iry, a new science. explores a new terrain, and h"l.s new, 

appropriate methods of proof ... " ' (p. 166 : 1971). 

' 
This is a striking statement, which could be used to call anvth.; nc; 

science. No science dismisses evidence, no matte r how new, how r evolutionary tha t 

. science is, and the. evidence agains t Freud is simply ovenzhelming. 

About"vulgar empiricism": 'rrue enough, there has inde ed been an 

empiricism which. was simply a meaningless compendium of facts. But H Mitchell 

knows of an actual ~}.vine; scientist who still be lives this is science, a Max 
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Weber }3rotestant Ethic award to her for her 0\11.igent labor, and, to the scientist, 

a Linus- Pauling Vitamin c award for longevity. Facts without theories are useless 

and every scientist knows · this (McCain and Segal, 1973) . But -ttieon~s: without facts 

are equally useless, and few Marxists know this. This is no science without empiricism. 

If Mitchell thinks all empiricism simply "vulgar empiricism", tough. No matter 

. . 

what the science and what the proof, it is the evidence that counts. 

In any cas.e, what these"new, appropriate methods of proo f " are, for 

Freud, or for Mitchell, we ar.e never told. All we are told is that Freud's theory 

was revolutionary. Fin~. \J~c-c glad to hear it. So is ~c- theory that obj ects tend to 

fly up in the air unles s held down. But don't call either theory science unle s s we 

have some proof for it. However, it is very important for Mitchell to call Freud's 

theory science, because that makes it Okay. 

"In studying women we cannot neglect the rn.e thods of a science of mind 

That Freud, personally, had a r eactionary ideological attitude to women in no . 

way affects his science -- it wouldn't be a science if it did." (1971, p. 167). 

What a way for a Marxist to talk! What is this strange a nd wondrous 

new science, a science 'that doesn't need evidence, a science that, alone among the 

behavioral science~) is not tainted by the ideology of the ma n who propounded it? 

Only Freud climbed out of th'e categories c..hd10°1 c-.~ the r est of us; only Freud's 

science st.ands above his ide<;>logy while all the r es t of us s cientists are hope-

lessly in thrall to ours. (In fact, it can be shown, as discussed above, that 

science can divorce itself from ideology, but onl~ through evidence ---· thr ough the 

L , very thing tha t Mitchell chooses to ridicule). 

I 

e-ridc •. ce .what it : .s .: ant:' •<3 cien~ific, a; ~ti~intell ectl .al, . aff:-.i~. -.., tional. She .. is 
•\ , r ... . ' ·. ,-' 

~ not alone. in 3uch behavior "".""'it is comrno".l in c: . .int0P1pora'ry Ma r )d _st· w0i.': arid 
'·: J "' .. . . ·, ' ·.: ,, 

'· . d · t 'gl hr ' ut.·· for cne.ci'al crJ'ti'-c" cm 'The•.c,e :..- i'11d c:_ .of- . ,,., .·-.. t::L'turles. 
we, o no'I:. me. l -o. s.in e.. e o , ""+.: · . .._- . • L,.,, • "' - ..... 

had much~ to do with the self--des.truction of some of the movements: of, the ' s ixties. 

In the absence of · a rationalist, experimental spirit, there. i s · no standard by 

" 
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whi.ch. to evaluate. confli.cting data other than the ass.ertion of some kind of authority. 

So t11e movement's- an"!:i .... rationalism led to i~ authoritarianis ll\. 12 
A critique 

of the movement as anti-rat:.ional came often from Marxis ts. But when we look closely 

at Mitchell's scorn of evidence and experimentation as criteria for evaluating 

hypotheses, what we find is a Higher Anti-~tionalism. Mitchell is by no means 

solely responsible for these attitudes. She is working within a Marxist tradition 

populated by great numbers of people who have been quick to condemn .new left 

an-Ci-rationalism but whose work displays similarly apriori qualities. The words 

are classy, the analysis is fancy, but it comes down to t11e same thing: follow me, 

I've got the answer, and my new science. can't be tested by any standards but my own. 

Timothy Leary•s·answer to people who ended up_ in mental hospita ls after taking LSD 

was that they were on their way there anyway. Leary told me,when he vms still a 

professor at Harvard in 1961, that my bad trip was due not to LSD, but to the fact 

that r had questioned its effects beforehand, and to my " unwillingness to relinquish 

control" -- which unwillingness · can now b e seen as a prepolitical feminist defense 

against the viciously sexist outfit which Leary and Alpert (now Baba Ramdass ) ran. 
. . Leary's circular $YStem allowed for no' way of testing his claims. A decade of druggies 

tyrannized themselves and others in similar ways. And now we have heavy Marxists 

climbing on the anti-·rationalist bandwagon, telling us about their r evolutionary 
OS 

new science jusy·Leary _told me about his, and singing, along with the old radio 

com~dian, " Don't ask questions ,just have fun 11
•
13 Sadly, it isn't fun. 

Consciousness: The Modern Sciences of Mind and Behavior ----- -- --- - -- -----i. Mind. 
Mitchell faults "Weinstein" for fe:·.i ling to r ealize that Freud had · 

created · a new science~ a science. of mh,d. Golly! The problem \:1i th th.is is that mind 
. . ) 

is one, of ,the most vital and exd .ting areas in modern science. Brain scientists, 
. ' 
neuroph:Qsiol_og is.ts, vision r es.earchers., cyberne tic.is ts, electrical cng irieers, people 

working in what is called "artificial intelligence" 1 linguists , ma the .. maticians: 

we 're all trying to find- out how the mind works. 'l'he sci ence of mind has adva nced 
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, . 

to the. point where we. can sho\'l· how. cer'taiJ1 nerve. cells in the brain will respond 

. I ' . 

. ·. to a particular. thi:1g in. the. environment ~..;.a. rnD<\Kd C'\C{"/e..c..~I ,-c:~o~'"a -loo.. 1..... 

.. . .: .. ". · . . . : . · · · ()\ Q c 0t.+ : f) c N'c_ c~tl ~~ 

""0"K~ - ~chJ~' \n~= - - .-[Gross, Rocha-Miranda, and Bender , 1972] )J a bar . 

of a particul_ar size and shape (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) ~.But we can show even 
' 

more-- we can say. something substantial in an area drenched with hwnanis t mystiLi.ca·~ '_;. 

tion·-- symbolism 
. . . · -\here os-e · wh. \d\. ~<,e.- -ta f. l\ \I) 

by ~emonstrating : that;/cell_s in the brain/in · . · · 

. an object only a part of which is actually presented to the eye . (Weiss tein, 

1970; 1973). We can go beyond the Freudian mystification of the unconscious, and 

identify those areas of the brain which are responsible for the initial filing and 

storage of memory. If we want a dream to be re.membered, we can arrange that 

(Rechtschaffen, ) • We know that a nimals create and cons truct the ir _perc eption 

of their world -- something as simple as looking at a pattern is an active, 

intelligent, symbolic, constructive process. And we have ways of measur ing how this 

process occurs, and what it entails. It's a little hard to be impressed by Freud's 

hydraulic monster of a model of how the mind works when a science developed since 

Mitchell's birth of which she s eems utterly unaware t e lls us so much more. If you 

ignore the modern scienc~s of inind you won't know how the mind works , and if you · · 

have contempt for evide nce, you neve r will. 

ii.Behavior 

But, pe.rhaps even more important, vital as are the emerging sciences 

of ·mind , they do not seem as directly r e l evant to the question of why we do what 

we do, why we feel what we feel, :and how we will ·change as does th~ _ impres ·~:~ ve 

evidence from social psychology which s hows tha t, to a much larger extent than 

. ·e.Y~ec.::t I...) s. +c 
we thought, we. behave the way peop .:!..1'. b ehave, we even fee l wha t we are expe c ted 

\ 

to feel and think what people. expe.ct us to think. I have. s.unmw.r ized thef;c data 

elsewhere. (Weisste.i.n., 1968, 1971 ). and cannot r evi ew· them _again now; but I do want 

briefly-- ta describe aga in the Milgram obedience studies and J.?Oint out their con

. tinuing relevance for the left. (_~,f3<"Cl..01 I'{ b'5c..J ICflS .b) 

~ . 
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,. fo Ma,.,,,,;, ;;·,;""nwt<~ ~ :~,~: ~ .. ~: ~h :t ~'~ i< ,d miohtod"g"' b '" ;,,, o;_p;,o;,;,<,u; '" d_ th" he.;, to dd ; ,,, ·,J;o, h ':"'.h ·· i t1111c the other 'subject' (111 reality, a coufc(lcratc of th e experum~ utc r) an swers 111corrertl)' · 1. hc eq111p111 ent appears to p1ov1dc. graduated shocks ranings upward s from .15 volts tl1rou ~h ·150 volts; for each o f four con sec utive volta gc-s there arc verbal dL' sc rip-tions such as 'mild shock', 'd a n ~er, severe shock', an<l, fin ;ill)' , for the 435 and 4 50 volt switc hes, a rrd XXX marked over th e . switches. Each time the stooge-a nswers incorre c tly. the su hj cc t is supposed to increase the vo lta ge . As th e volLa~;e in crea ses, the sto.oge begins to cry in pain ; h ~ demauds that the experi111rnt sto p; fin ally , he refuses to auswcr at all. Wh en he stops .n:s \1 o ncliug, the experimenter in stru c ts the subject to contin11e innca siu~ the voltage ; for eac h shock a<lministrrcd the qoo~e shretks lll agony. ·Under these ·cou<litions, about 62W% .of the subj ects a<l 111i11i stere<l shock that they believed to be possil.i ly lethal. ' No tested individual diffe rences between subjects predicted how m :i ny would continue to ob e ~·. and which woul(l break off the experiment. When forty psychia trists predicted how m ~iny of a grou p of 100 subjects would go 0:1 to r;iv c the l c t11~l shock, t!1eir predictions were orders of m agnitude below the actual percentages ; most ex pcctcd only one-te nth of one per cent of the su bjec ts. to obey to the end. 

But even though psycl1iatrisls have no ide:i how people will behave in this situa tio n , and eve n th ough individu ::i l (liffercnces do . not predict which subjects will obey and wh ich will not, it is easy to predic t when su bjects will be obedient and when they w ill . . be defiant. All the experimenter ha s to do is change th e social situ ati o n. In a v:iriau t of Milgram's expcri111ent, two stooges we re present in additi o n to th e 'victim'; these worked along with the subjec t in ;1clministcri11g elec tric shocks. When tl1er.e two stooges . refused to go on with the experiment, on ly ten per cent o f the su bjects continued to the ma x imum voltage. Th is is critical for . personality theory. lt says that behavior is predicted from th e social situation, not from th e indi.vidual. history. . ·j 
. !.. . • .. . __ _, . . .. . . - ..• -·- . . •.• ·- • • - . - - • . 

And it is critical for the left. In some ways, the left may play 

the same role as those two stooges. If th<e l~ft refuses to go on with things 
as they are, the influeric..e.. this might have on other people may be simply staggering. 
It may not; we don't know. But we will never find out if we don't start looking 
at evidence like this and taking it further. \Je• are 

\('. this So..\'\S~ 
about min~J be cause we 

not saying that we know 
very r.mch yet about human b ehavior, don't. But if the left 
respected science, we could find out. 7J:e could experiment. If we want to know·~. 

how people come to political conscious ness, what makes them act politica lly, what 
makes any of us act L1 ways we 

o..t I 'l'.> 0 
what { some 

would, wish to act, with 
-lo 

dignity , · honor, ·coura ge , 
a.i I() w of us.fchange and not others, what will .. , all of 

j~~:, humanity, 

us) change, how we can co.nstruct the social conditions under which power is equalized--
if we w.;int to know any of the se things we have to experiment, t est , judge , reject, . 
confirm. We. ha,;:~. to be scientists. To exhume Freud, whose theories have been 
proven .useless, when the work is laid out in front of u s the way it is, s eems t:.o 

c': .,.'P ;->nt:.i ·-scientific 
· ,,,.,. ,. --a~'·i ·anti.:.inte.llectual bi.as. . ~. 

. ' ,• . 
The . Cor:.._ent of Freuuiani_sm .. ·Ii 

·" 
!, 

' . "\ .. \ 

'Wh it'· ~ . so bad 2,bout thi$ guy, an:'''lay; wi;a t, af · ..,r ail 1 ii. tbe "!\ idence. 

··.-.. ' 

•. 
r 

, against him? IL- ·s not just that he's viciou.:>. towards women; more .impor tant, l;e. •s 

~ 
"~: : 

wrong, not just about women, but about humans in general . .11)15 ho.~ b <?..C'.'~ o~,1s~.s~ 
. ,,._ 
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in detail elsewhere. (Weis-stein, 1968 1 197.t). ; her:e,wc.want to make. just a few 

·conunentspertinent to tll.e dj.:;;.cussion of base. and superstructure, and to the discuss-

ion of evidence and.proof. 

i. Predicting superstructure from base: Freud's "ins ::.sr;!·l:s" 

The movitation theory critique applies as much to Freud as to a ny other 

theory which begins with a small set of primary drives and tries to predict all 

other behavior from this set. · In particular, Freud positied sexual and ?ggressive en-

ergy as the sinister forces behind what humans do. We ~-:ave already seen how this. is 

inadequate to explain behavior. as "simple " as that of rats exploring new territory--

as a theory of.human behavior it becomes patently ridiculous. 

In particular, 
l Llh•cJ.o o.n: ~;... ... w::L.._ 

people do things 

with Freud's fl eo.SJt°"'-'!.. principle, either we ... ~s.Jr-N::. that 

l°'""-t. t'f)C>jJ Jo..--\-~~~ l <21.S Jrt: o:t- 0-.IJ) · . 9·. , in which case we are ' not Freudian 

theorists, or we assume that pleasure is derived from the things that people do tha t 

cause them'pain. To assume the. latter, is, of course , every bit as circular as to 

assume that any other primary drive causes all behavior. In the Freudian sys tel)) we 

cannot predict beforehand the odd, painful things that people will do; we can only 

re\c .. te them after the fact to what initially gave them pleasure. It Is a completely 

closed, ad hoc system. 

But it is- a very cruel system of explana tion as we ll . We are ultimately 

blaming the victim. When I was training to become a clinical psychologist in 1961 

(this_ was before I found out that there was a ne w sci ence of mind, and clinical 

psychology wasn't it) · the arnc unt of hostility and .blame generated towards patients 

was· shocking. "Unrlcrstandirig" brought contempt:. · And we could understand e very thing; 

we were very knowing. All the J?ain we s aw, a ll ·· .he psych ic agony a nd terror , all the 

>·· • 
suffering and hurn2r. . ~sery were seen through. the. Freudian lens. as d evices which. 

, . 
r 

~ these. people had constructed to express. their sexuality- or hostiJ.ity . In the 

E'reudian tradition, J:;>ehavior the victim hates. but canno t cha nge. is "really" 

behavior the victim enjoys. -This "new science of mind'' can be pre tty vicious . 
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· 1 b v d _nor . disproved is no theo1:)'. at all. 
ii. A theory which can ne i t 1er ~ pro c _ _ _ __ 

If one acce12ts. Freud's ground rules< it is: intI?ossible to prove 
or disprove his theory. (In this respect , Mitchell is right when she speaks of th_e 
"absurdities of empi_rical refutation"; she might have put it better had she said 
that a theory which allows no empirical refutation i s by d e finition absurd) • In 
its simplest terms, .Freud's theory of the unconscious is of the form: 

P is true 

'.::'he. negation· of P is. also true 

Therefore, anything I . say goes. 
•I (. , ' • 

, • . • • • 
• 

If you . ~c rt-o.-\e; °""dl .~~ ~e ()t>-t · ~;u,:, ~~ "-"':1c_· ~ -.n.;;c-r bee.1\se;.._ua....\l~ °'-~<:A-"""c!_.,+>~'>)I' 
~e>-\1.._e,r . 

. , becaU:se ·you'verepressed this painful desire ; if yot WQ..t\t ~-C-r--o..J..- - --!-i;AIV\ . \~s,le.~I, 
. '. ) ,-...;)\-\1,.. her · 

}that's bec~use your unconscious .has let the desire out. No evidence matters: it is 
the alh·knowi..ng therapist who Lrn discovered what it is in your unconscious, and it 1 s 
there, no matter what you think about it . 

.. 
iii. Freud 1 s theory can be _?:i.sproved. 

On the other hand, if we escape from the circular Freudian trap, we 
can use scientific method to test even thi s gibberish. For instance ·, do the 1 insights 1 

derived from this closed system help change b ehavior, as Freud cJ.:aimed they did? The 
answer, shown in earlier studies surmnarized in Weisst'.ei~ (1 968 , 197 i) and confirmed 
by more recent wor~ is no (Bergin, 1971) . _of the studies reviewed in .Bergin Is exhaustive 
survey of the outcome-of-therapy literature (s1.:.udies which inves tigate whether or 
not therapy helped), for psychoanalytic therapies, Bergin counts ten s uch studies 
as indicating that the therapy has some b enefici;i l effects , and nine as indicating 

n~ b ene.fi ~ial effcr~t~~is updates . Weisstein , 1968, 
t 

~ • . 

19'71:). Although Bergin takes this as 'modest pos itive" evidence for the beneficial . • < 
'~ffects \cf therapy, i.e. ~eems. more reasonable to:.:concludc. that therary has. little . 
ber.:eficial effect at all. Indeed , r::. might make_ more sens e. to suspect adverse e.:(fects. 
Cons.ide r the following factors: In the studies cited I the cr i.tic.ra for what constitut~s 
beneficial effects are usually quite vague 

, both patients and therapi.:;ts have an 
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interest in beneficial effects., and therapists themselve s are usually the ~x.c~~;"e s in 

- these studies of what constitutes the. success of th.eir work. This latte r f actor · 

would seem especially to pollute the da t a : asking peop l e , in eff ect, whether they 

are . commitling fraud has neve r produced a high proportion of affi rmative answers. 

This is borne out by internal evidence in the s e s tudi es . Be rgin says: 

"When studies involving a r eport by one tl:erapi s t of his own ca s.e 

outcomes are compared with s t udi es involving groti.ps o f the r ap ist s , the individual 

therapists clearly win out: 55"'o vs~ 39% pos itive outcomes ~· (1971, p.23 8). 

One would assume that even group s of therap i s t s would t end to 

evaluate beneficial effects at a somewhat higher r a t e than disinter es t ed observers; 

yet when one compares this 39% positive outcome figure with a median r a t e of span -

taneous recovery of 35%, the positive ef f ects of therapy simply wash out. (Eysenck's 

1~52 · study showed a much higher spontaneous r ecove ry r a te, 72%; the .new f igure is 

calculated from fourteen additiona l s tud i es ) . 

In addition, a s not ed above , it i s a reasonable hypothes i s that patients 

want therapy to he lp. So eve n if the outcomes wer e judged .by the patients themselves 

(which some of t hem are ) one would expec t a 1):::'.>Z!ti ve b i as . In three s tudies where· one 
_.A . 

group is in the r apy, and a contro l 'group has contac t wi t h t he ·h1e r apist a l though 

no sp ecifically therapeu t ic procedures are used, the rates of recovery are equa l. 

So ther<lfy may help not because it is t herapy but becaus e it is one of the few 

situations in which a barbar i c soc i e ty provi des i ndividual s wi t h s i mpl e bwna n cont act. 

This sugges tion seems even more p l ausible v:hcn one cons ide r s ·the resul ts o f a study . 

conduc t ed for the Joint Commi ssi on on Mental I llness and Heal t h (Gurin, et . .'.....:1.:_.1 960 ) 

,, ' ) 
., . 

most r f them did not go to mental- hea!.th professiona1 s , and t hose who did wer e r.ot 
~ - . : ' - . 

f} : \ ' , • I . · . . . . . ._. ,,," I - , ! 

~: as saf:.sfi c :'l with: the he l p they received.as th~se. wL.) went' el s0whc'.'.'e ,, .·t ha t :i.s ·, to 
. -j ' . 

• 4 • .J . .\. . 

Doctors, .mi.D ; s t ers 1 lawxers , 

', ·:.. ' ' 

anr- n~n-p syci ;ological a gencies:· z\t J 2.as t 60~ \_in some 
' . 

' 

cases more)_ of thos:e. se~king he l p from tbc.se. diver::.;e non- psychol ogi cal source s re.,. 

! ported that they ha d been he l ped ; but of thos e who went to psychiatris t s , only 
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46% gave p0$.iti:ve reports Of those \:;rho · went to psychological agencies, 3996 reported 

that they had been helped; the. figure for marria9e counse lors was 25%. ('l'his last 

is the lowest, and most interesting figure: one might speculate that the criteria 

here involve much more concrete kinds of things· like whe ther or not a couple stays 

together; the fact that a set of concrete criteria exist in this. case may account 

for the low rate.) Admitting the dangers involved in having such interes ted parties 

judge success, the.se figures at least give us some basis. for comparison between 

contact with mental-health professionals and others. ·Apparently, therapists don't 

rank particularly high in the kind of human contact they dispense. 

In outcome~f~therapy studies, it is 

/ _ not always clear whether patients in the 

non-beneficial effects category did not improve or whether they got worse. Many 

of the studies have only two categories: "improved'' and "not improved or worse" 

(Bergin, 1971, p.248). In addiLion, many outcome-of-therapy studies show a greater 

variation in the resultant effects for those who receive treatme nt than for control 

groups which do not receive treatment. This means that the patients luch.y enough 

.to be receiving therapy are deteriof'd;\-ion as a result of the therapy they receive . 

Some of Bergin's evidence indicating serious deterioration comes from a i-nental-health 

professional who had left the institution where the de teriora tion took place, 

and of this evidence Bergin notes "for the time being, the author and clinic 

must remain anonymous" (1971, p. 250). Indeed, of deterioration evidence in 

general Bergin says: \, ' 

I 

" In recent' years I ha ve received . numerous cormnun i ca Uons f rom '_10th 
tb~rapists and pati ents who have provided rich deta:i.l r egardi 1.<j the pre -:c s s f'f: 

therapist'-Q:\>J s ed deterioration. I have found some of these examp l es foO St c1is tlP'."b ::. ·1g ' 
perhaps because I have been too naive regarding the way life r e a lly i s . AI?pa r .ently 
there are many,a_reas cf error and ma l practice that are r egular l y cover~d up by pract.~.

tioners in every field. It seems to be an all too common proc edur e to i 9nor e these 
incidents, no matter how s erious the .consequenc.e s may be for t he I? a ti_ents involved. 
Indee d, I hope that one of our sui.cide centers might do a careful study of the · 
possibility of therapist-precipitated si..~icides . In gene ral, de t erioration of var:Lous. 

kinds is much too common to be ignored". (lg71, l? .250).. . 

This is pretty strong stuff. The d&ta the. publi c has. access.. to appear 

., 
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to come. from a tight little. clubj only now and then does~ ;~a.&~ _emerge to sug

gest how· much more. horrible. things really· are. 

But if you '·re a Freudian, empirical refutation does not endanger 

your faith, for Freud was, after all, developing a "new science of mind" which 

can lead to a "revolutionary" understanding of oneself. But again, we must stress 

that any understanding, revolutionary or garden-variety, religious or secular , 

must be testeL. against evidence in order to be considered valid. Possession by the 

Devil Himself is as good an explanation as possession. by a repressed tmconscious 

if : ~e:.ther understanding .allows us to do anything about our possession. And, to 

repeat, · in any case, here is where Freud did make a prediction: if the unconscious 

were to become conscious, we would relinquish our neurotic symptoms. The prediction 

hasn't been borne out. So these 11 insights 11 derived from Freud don't lead anywhere: . 

one must question whether they are insights at all. 

iv. What's your disease? Every p sychiatrist has a different answer. Your own 

psychiatrist fails to recognize you on Tuesday bec ause you're wearing_~ wig; he 

concludes you're~ new patient with~ new diseas e and ca tche s himself · at the last 

A bare nnnimum for any science, old or new, is consistency in 

description and some kind of consensus among observers. But there is no agreement 

... 
on· the clinical categories (derived L. large part from Freud) into which people 

~ ~. ' 

fit, · a.nd often i~:<lividual psychiatrists display wha t might r e:, generous ly thought 

of as schizophrenic;:: conduct by diagnc s ing the s ame person displaying the l:.. .m1~ 

\.<\· 
symptoms in differe;·ct '' '-°';YS. on different days. 

Judges. do no better tha n chance in identifying 

' · 

; i 
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'\vh ich "ci f a·"\vholc ba ii t'. rio (di1 ; i~~i i trs t ___ , ~-" -· -~ 

r ... TCSUJIS arc I.fie p roduct s OI hOlll O ~C\ U:J! s ;111cl whic h :lie the 
I produ c ts ~> ! 1.1e.l cr \l St'Xll :il s (I lollkcr , l <),:) 7), and whicl1, or :1 
/ b:1 ll cry ol t'i111 1c:tl ll' ., t re \~ ilt s · a11./ ink rvic.'Ws (wli t'.re <J llt' s-
1 l.i~lll s .:i ~L', :1.skc d c~~11c h .:1 s, ·:I )l\ you h : t ~' t' ck lt1si11 ns?" ( Lit Lk & 
1 Sc li11ciJ 1.1,1 11 . . l .1

.))) .111; 1m1d11 c ts ol psyc li u ti t·s, 1wuro t1cs, 
i psychoso111:1 t1cs. or nt>1 n1 :tl s. Lest th is sumrn :n y L' Si.: ;ipt' you r 
l no t'.'.:e . lc.t. n1 c S!rc: ss the i1!1plic:itillllS or these i'indings. The 

. ! :i.li11!t y n l _1t1 d~ ·.:~s , r! Hhen Jor their clinica l experti se, to dis 
l l11 1:;u1 sl! m:dt· 11c tcrosL'.\.t1;il-; frn11 1 nuk h1.1 mnscxuals u11 Ili c 
! bas is nl t.luL:-: w~dc l y use d L'iin ic:il prnjcc t ivc lcs ts-· tii t' Ror- J 

' ~c h:i c h , lil t! l Al, and tile i\ l /\P- w:1s 110 /;c fl t• r t'1 <111 cli ,111 ,e. 
I he rea son this is such dcv::is t:i ting news. or com se, is th at .:·, ._ '.-; . . ' 
sexua lit y is suppo se~ to be o f i't1 11 d:1111 t' 11t:il i111 por tancc in .°'" \ I ;•.'.- "':{ j 
tl1 r <kep cly 11 :1111 1c oJ pcrson:llity; il'wil:1t is cu11sidcrcd 

~ ro~s ~~xuJ ~ c:.cvi:rncc c:1 nno t lw c:1ugh t, tl11: 11 wli:1 t arc psy- . j 
chn.t\,.Sb 1.11.-ing about when tl1t'Y· tur cx:1lllplc, c l:1im - _ 
th:'. t a t 11i c.h,:: s 1;,. C2.Ll2'.!.!~~n?l~J)~~~s:.llmis..i;;..~~ l ;ilwi.tJwlilo~----i(a f avorite ca tegor y 
scxu:d pantc ?.' .1 hey C<! n·t even iJcntif'y wha t !101noscxual i of Freud' s ) • 
a11yth mg is, le t :done " luten t hnmosex u:i l p:m ic".*' More l 
fri gl; lcn i.:1 g, expert cli 11ici:i1;s cnnnot be consistent on what j 
d.1<ignost1c cut cgory to ~:ss ign to :i pe rson, ~gai n o n the bn-
s1s of bot h tests :11~d interviews; a number o f norma ls in j 

, ~li e Litt le & Schneid1 11 :rn study were cl cscribrd as psycho tic, ·I 
f in such catego ries as "schizoph renic with ho111 qcxu:.il ten- J 

1 dcnc ies" or " sc hizo id c!i:.Hac tcr wil h depressive trends" . 
, ~ut must di shc;irtcn ing, when the ju cl ~cs were asked to re- j 
1 j udge the test pro tocols so 111 c weeks Liter, their cli aonoses "j 

of the sa me subj?c ts on the h:i sis of t ile same pro t o~o l cl if- ·1 

fcre d nrn rkcclly tram the ir in itia l j udg111 c11 ts. It is obvious ~ 
th at even simple descriptive conventi ons in cl inical psy- l 
ch ~ ! ogy cannnl be consistent ly app lied; if cl inicians wc 1c l 
ils _i:.iu!ty rn recognizi ng foocl_ fr~ n1 , 11.0 11 -foq d,_ they'd poison ,,,_.Av' ·-"·"/ 

L thl.!mse lves :md starve to dca th. J · 
I call i ".:: .J...:.".. 2.::?.i:-" ::_ ~ ; ::.,-ou ca ll it an ora;i.ge ; my l earned :;::" r eudia n f riend over there 

.calls it a cockroach. 

The Freudian Re'.'i s ion Industry 

Just as with Marx , it won't do simp ly to point out a ll the s hocking 

inadequacies in Freud's theory, its logical flaws , its inability to predi ct , and 

its disconfirma tion through the only kind of e\idencc which i s per mi ssabl e as 

a test of the theory,- and thr ough the inability of pr actioner s to agree simply 

on its de scriptive categories. Th~ theory ha ngs on: f ans argue t hat it is t he 

method, or the insights which were p rovided or the observations t hat Freud made 

h . h f 1 1 h h ld lk h , t t h 'P. - j ,.., 
· W L C are o s uc1 va ue. Ori: a t e cou ·w;;i,_ on t e wa c:er, or par· e \\ C c.i ~a. 

:But the me thod is use l e s s , th.e insights cannot be va l idated, and the observations 
. ,. 

' ,. 
, c..:annot be replicated. I:( none of; this. wei ght of evidence i s s u ft:icient t o overtur n 

1 

' the theory, then fc .1J?S iti&_tirn.e. tha t we s.topped carpi ng about the . evidence 

'! and give Freud his due : He i s a great r e l igious le.ad~r , right up there ·with the 

Maharaj i:l,,. who . can only envy Freud for t he devout ness of his f ollower s . . 

Let vs point out the futility and cir cularity of the Freudian r evision 

industry with ote ('J.-',t..ct" ex2_mple. Consider tha t old p eanut, chenis --envy. l 
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Er, chestnut,. penis_""'envx. (.'.!'his is the critical juncU.l~ in our paper. For those 

in the Freudian t.radi.tion, this slip of; the tongue clearly rev:::als us for what we 
' -

are: a couple of uptight neurotics, bus ily repressing what •s in our w1conscious 

by intellectua lizing. Our paper can now be dismissed on these grounds). Now, suppose 

we · took a survey of all female children, an<l s uppose it were to turn out that most 

little girls think penises are · indescribably ugly, and that they're glad they don't . 

have such horrible little th~ngs hanging down be tween their l egs . 'I'he Freudians 

would laugh. 'rhey would point to our "abs urd empiricism", and they would t ell us 

that of course that's what little girls would ~~y, just because they want penises 

so badly. 

On the other hand, they might be more sophisticated than this, and 

they might try to convince us that Freud never really meant penis envy per se ; he 

meant jealousy over unequal power. But the problem here i s that such a reformulation 

shatters the base , the primary drive. The base is sexuality, libido , id. I f you don't 

hang on to this, you are not a Freudian. So why use his terminology? You would be 

better off with your own. 

Rock-bound belief systems 

Now at this point, your street Marxist and your salon Marx ist, your 

plain Freudian and your neo-feminis t-Freudian , your simpl e-minded pedant and your 

pedant with one of those minds, the kind that drive you crazy with its wmecessary 

complexity, all of these might want to a sk the same two questions : how come , if these 

theories are so inadequate, how come they have hung on for so long? I s n't this some 

kind of proof 01: their validity? 

. l' 
Let• s. anL.wer the second question first. No, it's no proof 'at a ll of 

, their validity, u n l0."S. yo'ti also believe. in the validity of walking on the water 

.. 
and of the. power that 

-~ 

ghos t s have. to come back and harn1t the wicke•5.. 

These ideas have hung on longer than Freud or Marx . . (Ergo 1 they arc more valid?) 
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But we ·. think the f;irst q_uc..stion is a really- fascinating and serious 

one, and there.. may-be a variety of answers to it~ 

First, we think we hold on to theories long af ter they are proven 

useless not because we .are irrational, but because we are quite rational. 

\le ~ant to have a coherent explanation for the way •.things are;' \\le strive 

after understanding. If we haven't been trained to avoid the pitfalls of "under-

standing" without evidence, that is, if _we haven't been ' trained to respect evidence 

and scientific rnethod1 then it is eas y to.see why these theories would live on and on. 

Post hoc analyses are very seductive; it takes constant vigilance to realize when 

you're into one. 

The second reason brings us back to the concept of protection societies. 

People begin to have investments in the theories they propound; there's a left 

intellectual industry around, a market for one's ideas, points for having the right 
• I\ 

ideas, "standing". Earlier, whenw1L W'Lt<:. discussing science, v.J~not.ed tha t even there, 

where evidence is supposed to be held in highest esteem, it is frequently ignored, 

and this retards learning. In Marxist/Freudian thought, evidence is disparaged. 

This doesn't simply retard learning; it insures ignorance. 

So Marxism and Freudianism be come ideologies which are used to 

buttress the standing -order of left inte llectual thought . now it is not enough 

to explain why this happens by referring to the "base " that is, by.referring 

only to the people who have ve's t ed in+-erests: who have a:J_rea.dy corrunitted themselves 

to these ideologies; who ·are carJer:i..s,t; c,n · the l eft; who are '1id in·j their li. .. ck 
- ~ .. 

of thoughtfulness. A more serious. ques tion (and a superstructural q~e-stior ·, i.nc ... dent-

ally) is this: why do most of us, who would seem to have very l ittle to los e by 

discarding these ideologie s, hang on to them? J,n ger1e:r.al, we b e l ieve rn:1ny 

things which. are not true. ; a passionate attachment to fiction ex t.ends not just 

through Marx ·and Freud, ·but, as· mentioned above. , to a whole r ange of societal 

belief we would be better off without, such as the be lief in our own inferiority. 
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1 :.his brings us back to the beginning of this paper. Scientific 

method is full of r adical potential. Bel i efs are held firmly for a variety of reasons, 

some internal, some having to do with power, one's own and others . One has to 

question the content of beliefs, struggle against the status quo of ex isting 

belief, challenge r eceived authority, confront present authority. It isn't easy_. 

One might even characterize the search for. knowledge as one L)f the f ew geniur1ely 

permanent revolutions. 

Summary : The r e l a tionship bet ween b ein9_ ~ feminist, a radical 

and a scientist 

Of course, you have to p~y dues to the radical protection society only 

if you toil in the intellectual vineye\5""&S of the movement , only if you mess with 

theories about humans, and you want radicals to listen to what you s.ay. You don't 

have to adhere to radical dogma if you work outside, in the profess ions, or if 

your theories don't directly connect , as in science . So why try to bring science 

and the left together? Because, when they are working as they should , they have ' 

much in corrunon, and when they are not working as they should , they can he lp each 

other to do so. 

What promise does such a linking hold, firs t, for science? The 

contemporary "scientif.i:c enterprise" might be radically redirect e d in accord with 

a more humane vis.ion, a vision emerging from a sobe r ed and strengt hened l eft: 

'<w··~ • • .1.WJ'· :'· _· -.,~v . ··:.' ~ •. :;:.,:. '·;'·~~.··-fu...rd c:un2nta.1 - ·questions asked , rno·re ·honest and l ess brutally 

l macho modes of conduct among colleagues practiced , new priorities fo r r esearch 
(_ 

-.
4 

. . . L •• a..l lowed. Sci· : Y1t·:i. >) ;· ~:- ~ ·}' _u ci · .-~ ·::~ "'~>:~;..:·· ~: ~ . C:.\ ~- ca· · 1~~-~.~:-...;. Ci\. ·: -~- .. . · , F°' ' 
';';J"' .~ · ·.·. _ ... ... 'I'., .- -: . . \. :-: . • 

) . .., 
· Both science <md the l eft sb ?.re oppositio-i to rece:'. · 0~d auU10r:-it_" . 

J . .. 
' ., \ ' . . . And just. as the l~ft, which rhallenges unjust au' .. hor,ii...y~can he lp to · ~~Jh;--«.ii.ze sr.:ience , 

'·· 1 .: ' .. · '. ' s a science whic:.1 challenge s untes t' d authori.i'.y can help to humanize the l ef ;: . In iced , 
. I 

if the left had an ideology of experimentation, it w~uld not be th.e ·denunciation 

arnival and dogmatic jungle it is today. Conflicting strategi es would be seen 
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in an experimental spirit; criteria for what does and does not work would be 

developed so that knowledge about what to do could be accumulated and each new 
' -

generation of leftists would not have to repeat the mistakes of preceding genera~ 

tions, either as history or as farce. Leftists, if they were better, like scientists, 

if they were better, would then see their ideas as tentative proposuls to be tested 

and revised, as ideas to be changed and yielded gracious ly in accord not with -

authority, .. power, and, finally, terror, but in accord ':Ji th mutually agreed upon 

criteria for what constitutes validity, in a spirit of common exploration. 

This .speaks to the cruel and debilitating sectarianism which 

currently marks the ·left. But it also speaks to more enduring and important 

concerns which will outlive the current contests and confus ion. As we said at 

the beginning, there is a sense in which to be a good scientis t you must be 

a radical, and to be a radical you must be a good scientist. This is so because 

radicals more than any other group need tlrn truth. We need the truth be cause 

we need to change socie ty, because it upsets the standing order to search for truth, 

because the search helps us to define a better society and because in our vis ion of 

that better society, we must include the truth-seekers the visiona~ies --

to give us some glimpse of what we might do and what we might be in a better 

and more humane world. 

(:.:.,_-·;. ~ :.. .. .,. .... - ·-.· '··- ....... . -:a -~ ,,( · .. -: , .,.;._ 

By doing ·radical scholarship, we f eminists have little to Jose and 
,. . 
·- · everything . to q;.·.in . We li nv'" l .i t U .e t.:·, Jrise b -;:, -. , . . ,.c: r: 1·: <: h::.-m r~ _ 1 ·'.~CD cr1 marcrina l tot.he . .. : • • ,\:."'i;;._.--0 '· .... · ~-- -;.·,,. .. ...... . -··.l.!- ·.,,,' ·-·-·. - ""'.;· ·--~ ' . . . ..• . • .. -· 7 . . - . ~ L" -i;,r,» ·\: r--! .,. .. ' 

0.::>rotection societit:. _· ,y .1..' !->O l.ong. We have so much to 9a :~n because IE.. ho.ve the 
J . • 

ti.uth _to gain. For so .long we haver. t been aJ,low0c to be schol a:r:s , ~- · ientisi. .. : , 
. ' ! 

. . 
r ;overs, 'make_:r.s 6f · change .' ''7e have been excludec.1 from a::::t :.. . i ~ pa.rticipatio'. .:..n the· 

' " " 
affairs of this world. The grand theories of chanc•e did not include our partici·-

pation; and the grand theorists hardly bothered to look at us , or, when they did, 

-t. 
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they looked at us through the most vicious and hostile lenses . Well, we 're 

here now, and ·we're .looking. Let's .make this looking fundamental, deep, true. 

Let's make our feminism such that the price demanded of our scholarship is the 

commitment to search for fundamental truths. Let us make our vision of what we 

could be and what we could do part of our ongoing femini sm; let us include in 

our vision and our labor the search for fundamental truths, a search · which 

treasures evidence as it overturns tl1e old order of established beliefs and 

established authorities. 

·. 
. ·~:~ 

. ~ 

(.. . . 
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Notes 

2. Watson.'s book, The Double Helix (1968) is a breathtakingly vi cious account 

by an unrepentant, indeed, exultant , cowboy (see discussion of shoat-outs, 

below) of almost everything that is wrong with modern science. It is e s_p ecia lly 

interesting to feminists because of Watson's barba ric ·treatment of x-ray 

crystallographer Rosalind Franklin. 

3. This inability to decide in advance what will work and wha t won't is analogous 

to the halting problem in artificial intelligence (Minsky, 1967) which s t a t.es 

that, given the simple rules of mathematics, the re is no effec tive procedure 

for deciding in advance what is and what is . not a solvable problem . Similarly, 

there is no way to decide in advance how we will ge t to the soluti on to any 

particular problem, nor, for that matter, what problems will l ead to what 

solut:ions. This has implica t:Lons, on the left, for the ide a of "re l evance " . 

Sometimes, "relevance" has opened a fruitful path f or n ew r e s earch; but i s has 

also functioned as a device which the l eft has used to punis h intellectua l s , and , 

unfortunately, many such guilt-ridden intellectuals ha ve willingly ad.minis t e r ed 

the punishment to themselves. Lemisch addressed this problem in 1970 (see also 

Lemisch, . 1968} : 

"Relevance puts a .heavier s tress on the putting to wo r k and 

·application of existing knowledge than on the breaking of old ca t egories of 
I 

thought and the construction of new ones through the s ubj ection of exi s t i ng 

ideas to fundarnental criticism •••• the commandment t o be relevant can eeduce 

us into confirming what we already believe ••• " 

And, speaking to the tyrannization of r esearch by exis t ing 

theory in a specific area, "the history of women might fit into a class 

analysis, but the requirement that it mus t_ might distort the truth, impede 

the liberation of women, and· the development of theory not only about s ex 
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and what is called intelligence." 

Although this critique was aimed in l a rge part at the activist 

new left, it also described Marxists' "tendency to s ee history's value primarily 

in terms of its utility in the construction of a theory of advanced industrial 

society" as 

"a more hip form of ins truinentalism which can be as limiting 

and distorting in its way as the relevance demanded by activists . If our 

aim is to find out how things work, to sharpen our history, our research mus t 

break out of the theoretical boxes to which we too often restrict it. The 

conunandment that research be re°Ievant either to current action or current 

theory, and the accompanying scorn of research not instrumental to these ends, 

stymies and inhibits our scholarship." 

Today, we f eel more strongly than eve r the ~ p_~~E-~ quality of 

Marxist scholarship, and as time passes it becomes harder to dis tinguis h the 

hard-core relevance of the new left from the Highe r Relevance of the Marxis ts. 

Both are anti-intellectual in their exclusive ins trumentali sm; .bo th bes tow 

moral cre1i t for the confirmation of their categories; and both a r e trapped 

in those categorie_s and unlikely to move beyond them , regardless of the s trength 

of the evidence which contradicts them . When all of this is combined with the 

venom of sectarianism, the· fanaticism of correct-line-i.,;)lll, and the l eft' s utter 

. I 

failure to understand genuine pluralism and civil liberties, it leads to a 

somber conclusion: at present, bourg2ois schol'ars a r e more likel y tha n most 

left scholars to come to a consciousness that they are wet b ecause it i s ra ining, 

or that they are cold -because they have no clothes on. 

4.In the fall of 1970, Daeda lus devoted its page s to exploring wha t Gerald 

Holton described as "the intellectual biographies of some of the men and some 

of the conceptions that ha:ve transformed s cience duri_ng the l ast few decades 
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(1970, p.933)". Commenting on this, he remarks that" ..• the personal develop-

ment of diverse scientists ... shows that a set of ingenious social devices 

exists to seek out special scientific talent and to bring the acolyte quickly 

to the most fruitful frontiers of research" (1970, p.933) . Since all of the 

scientists in the issue are indeed, as Holton noted, men -- guess what color? 

the ingenious social devices that Holton speaks of have to us some of the 

zero probability flavor of fixed gambling devices at Las Vegas ... no, such 

devices would probably· be too crude to be legal in Nevada. Bolton's obtuse 

exultation in the health of science reminds us of the old elephant joke: 

Every day, you get on the bus in the morning, and a man is carefully 

shredding his copy of the New York Times. As the bus turns from 59th street on 

to fifth avenue, he flings the ·shreds out the window. One day you get up the 

courage to ask him why he does this. 

"Keeps the elephants off fifth avenue" he says . 

"But there· are no elephants on fifth avenue" you s ay. 

"You see?" he says, " It works." 

This fellow's logic resembles Bolton's. Those ''ingenious social 

devices" are exactly the inequities in our social structure which prevent cer
from ever getting near science. 

tain kinds of acolytes/As if the elephants ever had a fighting chance on fifth 

avenue. 

5. The rise and fall of immunologist William T. Sununerlin offers a poignant 

example of the pressures tmder which scientists · work. For some years the work 

of Summerlin and his mentor, Robert A. Good,was touted as a breakthrough in 

the field of immnnology. During much of this time, the bandwagon effect was 

such thattas the director of the Neurosurgical Research Laboratory, Ya.l e 

University School of Medicine ,recently put it, 

"At a number of na tional conferences over the past several year s , 
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questions as to the adequacy of the description of the techniques used, 
as well as of the results obtained, were literally shouted down." (Taub, 1974). 

But the time came when the wieght of countcr 0 evidence was too great to be 

ignored: no other laboratory could reproduce the results. Good, Surrunerlin 's 

boss and president of Sloa11-I<ettering Institute for Cancer Research in New 

. York, had become skeptical. Good was scheduled to discuss the matter with 

Summerlin on the morning of March 26th, 1974. On the preceding night, 

Summerlin had slept on a cot in the laboratory, as was his custom on Monday 

and Thursday nights. As Science magazine would later report, he "ne ede d the 
Culliton, 1974 

time ••. to complete grant applications and get other paper work done ."~. 1154) . 
I 

And that night, as on many other nights, Summerlin slept poorly. He got up at 

four in the morning, shaved, and went to look at his white mice who were to 

do their stuff for Good: their job was to show patches of black skin . He 

returned to his lab where, at five A.M., his secretaries -- who had been asked 

to show up early for the walkdown -- presented him with a surprise breakfast 

of crepes and champagne. Then, just before seven A.H., Summerlin and the mice 

got into the elevator on their way to high noon in Good's thirteenth floor 

office. 

"This is when it happened. 
Sununerlin whipped out his felt tip pen and painted the skin of 

. the two mice on top. During the meeting he showed them to Good as evidence 
of a successful graft."(Culliton, p. 1155, 1974). 

We know these' facts because .the Sloan-Kettering affair ha s become 

a cause celebre , and scientists are pious ly wondering how it eve r could 

have happened. "Why on earth would any rationa l man paint a mouse?''. a sks 

Science. Yes, indeed, why on earth? Who or what is to blame? Most f ingers 

are pointing at Summerlin. 
~.he impressario 

• Some fingers have pointed at! Good , who had 
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promoted Sununerlin so uncritically before on the way up, and whose extravagant 

expectations Summerlin quite reasonably must have felt he had to fulfill. 

But is it possible that to explain this incident we might 

look beyond Summerlin and Good or other individuals and ask whether there's 

something wrong with the way science itself works? o:r; as Scie nce put it, 

" Is this bizarre affair representative of science?" Science thinks . 

not~ " ••. It does seem that the Sloan-Kettering affair has more to do with the 

personalities of the individuals involved than it does with I • science in the 

abstract". 

So here we have it. An individual mouse-painter, acting alone. Other-

wise, all's well in the wonderful world of science. The commission closes its 

books. We disagree. It is simply 1 udicrous to explain such an event by focu~ng 

on the personalities while largely ignoring the system of modern science. Of course, 

that system produces a Summerlin as well as a Good, and it will produce more of 

them, as long as incentive~, rewards, and punishment work as they do in contempo-

rary science. 

One 
6 . .r../6f the many guilt-trips for which the left ha s been attempting to sell 

tickets is the alleged "privilege" of scientists and intellectuals (e.g., 

Gorz, 1974). For a brief period in the late 'sixties , this excursion train made 

regular runs, packed with guilt-ridden, sobbing left intellectuals. But you 

can't run a railroad for masochists very long, and the paying clientele has now· 

dwindled to Andr~ Gorz and sixteen W~athermen. For the beginnings of an 

explanation of this little train that couldn't, see the previous footnote 

for infonnation about William T. " Sununerlin's "privilege" as exemplified in . 

his working and sleeping habits. 
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7. The anarchist tradition may be an exception. Although we are in many ways 

in disagreement with this tradition, the re is much in it we respect, as 

exemplified in such . works as Murray Bookchin 's "Lis ten Marxist" (1968) and 

Louise Crowley's "Lilith Manifesto" (1968), which still stands as one of 

the most clear, moving, and forceful statements of the anarchist~feminist 

vision. 

Firestone's The Dialectic .:of Sex (1970) is a pseudo-exception. 
genuinely . 

While there is much in Dialectic that ,,departs from the Marxist tradition, 
in certain other respects (and admittedly this is an oversimplification which 
do_es not do justice to the book's so.12.his ti~ation) wha t Firestone has done is 
to retain the· basic Marxist scheme and to substitute a new pri mary contradiction. 

It may be for this reason that some Marxists have attributed to 

her work a centrality in the development of recent American feminism which does 
work from 

not match the facts. (Dunbar's early writing and/the origina l Cell Sixteen [1969), 

and Millett' s Sexual Poli tics · (1969 , 1970] come to mind as far more sig~ificant 

contributions to fem~nist theory; and they have also had greater impact on the 

development of the movement. 

8. For some discussion of the possibilities for a s cientific history which is 

somewhat different from what has been called "scientific his tory", see Lemisch, 

·(1969b, 1970) • 

9 • . The following summary is taken from Lernisch (1 975). 

10. For an attack on the "politics of masculine joy," linking the movement's 

male chauvinism and its authoritarianism, see Lemisch (l969a ) . This had earlier 

been rejected on political grounds by SDS ' New Left Notes . 

11. Freud revised his notions of which were the basic instincts so frequent ly 

· that it is difficult, as White says " ••• to pin down an orthodox doctrine " (1959, 

p.306). In much of his writing (e.g., [Fre ud, 1925) ), tens ion reduction 
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as a whole, it seems fair to say that he assumed that behavior was motivated 

by tension reduction, a drive 

as pleasure. 

which, when satisfied,made itself felt 

11. For a sununary and discussion of some additional studies along these lines · 

see Koestler, (1970) • 
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